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Chapter 171: 6.32 Third Green Star - Evolve Zombies 

After packing their things, Everyone had geared up with the few light armors that Ximen Xueya had 

prepared before the world ended. He had his husband disturbed the armors and weapons in 

preparations of killing the evolved zombies outside. Seeing their numerous target count from high 

grounds, the soldiers had made changes in the formation. Of course~ Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya still 

took the lead. Ximen Chino was tasked to follow behind his daddy and father's back closely while under 

the protection of Zhi Yue and Uncle Wu. 

Everyone was standing at the blocked by ice entrance of the hotel. Looking past the translucent ice wall 

in front of them, they could see countless energetic zombies hitting the ice wall but unable to break 

through it. The wall of ice was made too thick for them to break. After all Ximen Xueya the caster of the 

Ice Wall is an extremely strong ability user. Everyone was at awe seeing this difference of capabilities. 

Only Cao Junye openly asked his wife's level, "Baby~ how high is the level of your Ice Ability?" 

"You want to know...?" said Xueya as he busied himself rearranging his clothes. His long black loose 

sleeves cover most of his skin and the grey tight pants highlight his long yet slender legs. His plump butt 

is eye catching as they could roughly see his sexy body lines. 

The general approached him and hugged him without care for the people in their surroundings. There's 

a smirk on his handsome face as he kisses his wife's neck. 

"Yes~ After all, mine was only level 3 when I first awakened. Well it's level 5 now~" replied Cao Junye. 

His ability had upgraded thanks to meditation under the special spring from his wife's dimensional space 

Ximen Xueya whispered his answer in his ears while the people around them were trying their best to 

listen. But what they didn't expect is that Xueya didn't say a thing instead bit his husband's ears hard 

enough to leave a tooth mark yet not bleed. 

HISS! "Baby~ why bit me~?" 

Pushed Cao Junye to the side and replied, "Nothing. Your punishment for this morning." 

Cao Junye mumbled, "But you enjoyed it too~" 

Ximen Xueya gave his husband a glare while the latter saluted instinctively. 

"Get to work. I would push out the ice and create a distance. Prepare for battle. You must kill all 

zombies. The crystals in their heads are extremely useful." 

"Yes, Sir!" 

The soldiers responded while Cao Junye stood beside his wife intending to protect him. Their son was 

left for Zhi Yue and Uncle Wu to handle as the couple needs to be the vanguard for this fight. 

"Get ready." yelled Xueya as he motioned his hand in a pushing gesture. 

The ice followed the movement of his hand pushing away the zombies before the ice wall cracked and 

exploded towards the zombies piercing and cutting off its limbs. 



As soon as the ice wall disappears hundreds of zombies smelled fresh meat and rushed madly towards 

the group. The amount of zombies is at most one hundred fifty, almost reaching two hundred. If not 

because Ximen Xueya had killed off more than half of it with his ice wall shattering at the zombies there 

would be almost five hundred zombies roaming around this whole district. 

As soon as zombies smell humans they would all gather in that place to target the fresh delicious human 

meat. Moreover the blood rain had just passed and these zombies were like stimulated mutants as if 

they were drugged by their sudden upgrade in speed and strength. 

Cao Junye motioned for the ability of users of their unit to go forwards and throw elemental spells on 

the countless zombies in front of them. He also created a domain made from darkness securing the back 

of the vanguard team safely. Different types of spells flew all over the place. Fireballs, wind blades, earth 

walls, water blades. 

There are some close combat warriors wielding metal sticks or bats including shields, some soldiers 

punch the zombie heads causing it to explode like rotten watermelons with their strengthening ability. 

While some plant and agility ability users stay at the side giving support to their comrades. 

"Be careful! Their speed and strength had definitely increased!!" 

"Don't worry about getting scratched! Just don't get bitten!" yelled Wang Lei to the soldiers. 

"Yes, Lieutenant!" 

"Charge!!" 

Meanwhile, the most badass scene among the battle is the small group lead by the little bun Chino. They 

could see Zhi Yue controlling zombies to eat one another, their instructor, Uncle Wu, kicking away the 

zombies making it fly away like unattached kites and the most important their 3 year old toddler saying 

nonsensical spell chants. 

"Rain... Rain~ Ice Rain~ fall~" Then countless icicles appeared in the sky, falling directly on a group of 

zombies, instantly piercing them all over. It was like an AoE Ice spell found in RPG games that affect a 

wide area on the ground where everything within that area takes damage. The group of zombies were 

instantly killed. 

Meanwhile Xu Lin who is supposed to be an awakened plant ability user is confronting a zombie. This 

stupid host had always been scared in seeing things like zombies, ghost and spirit. Standing in this place 

full of zombies makes him want to try. His legs were trembling so badly that he shrieks everything a 

zombie growls at him. 

Growls! "A-A-Ah~ Xiaobai~ save me (QAQ) (QAQ) (QAQ)." yells Xu Lin while running away scattering 

flower bushes like roses as he runs. 

As much as he's scared, his plant ability gets weirder. Roses bushes start appearing at every land he 

steps on. This is the only flower seed he bought from the system mall as it could be used as a weapon. 

The thorn in rose plants can be controlled by the plant user to be used as an offensive attack. Sadly, the 

ability user is a stupid and scaredy cat one. The useful plant weapon became a botanical rose garden 

instead. 



"Tsk! Stop running around! Run towards me stupid Yan'er!!" 

Baize couldn't help but click his tongue seeing his host's stupidity even at these types of moments. Xu 

Lin hid behind his system's back and watched him slice off each zombies' head cleanly with an ordinary 

butcher knife as he took the hotel's kitchen. The rotten odor of the mince decaying limbs made Xu Lin 

weak stomach churn and puke. 

BLERGHS~ URRGS~ 

Baized jumped away from his host to avoid the puke. "AH~ puke somewhere! Stupid Yan'er that's so 

disgusting!!" he yelled in complain but in the end still gently pats the back of his puking host. "Sigh~ 

What a life~" 

Ximen Xueya who is watching everyone fighting against zombies with a frown also so Xu Lin suddenly 

pukes. He also feels unwell seeing this uncleaned scene. There will always be people who would feel 

puking as well when they saw some puke. Fortunately, Xueya isn't that type but he still feels repulsed 

with such a scene. 

Cao Junye, who saw his wife's face suddenly turning dark, asked worried, "Baby~ are you okay?" 

While gritting his teeth while holding back his feeling of nausea. "Yes... The place is just so dirty that it 

makes me uncomfortable. Can't they fight cleanly instead!?" complained Xueya. 

"Baby~ only you could do such a thing." replied Cao Junye. 

Pissed off with what he heard, Xueya kicked his husband on his butt pushing him to join the battle. 

Xueya spoke, "GO join them! There's a level 2 Zombie lurking around. Leave the unawakened soldiers to 

me."  

As if answering to Ximen Xueya's words, a bulky zombie fell from the nearby building just next to the 

hotel. It clearly jumped from a three floored building unharmed by its fall. The ground it fell onto 

created a small and swallow hole. This zombies muscles had clearly bulked like those in movies called 

Hu*k except it's skin didn't turn green instead it turned a bit darker like it was thickened by a metal coat 

yet distinctly hardened. 

There were red eyes instead of the normal pitch black lifeless eyes from before. It stares at the ordinary 

soldiers standing behind Xueya with an obvious desire and thirst for blood and flesh making it look like a 

man eating monster. The targeted soldiers shiver from just meeting those beast-like eyes. 

"It's really an evolved zombie. But instead of a normal level 2 zombie, it seems to be a dual type 

monster." commented Xueya with a frown as he covered his nose with the sleeves of his nose due to the 

flying dust when that bulky zombie just left the building. 

Xueya didn't forget to lightly rub his husband's shin with his shoe, "Go, fight it. The others would just die 

if you let them fight. It's a metal and strengthening ability type. It's control for metal seems to be weaker 

than its strengthening ability. Since it's metal, its weakness is thunder. Just roast it to ash." 

"B-Baby~ don't tease me~" said Cao Junye as he felt ticklish with his wife's foot rubbing on his shin, 

flirting. 



Despite seeing an evolved dual ability zombie in front of them, the couple acted as they always do. 

Some soldiers fighting level 1 zombies also tripped when they've heard their bosses exchanged. But they 

did their best to urgently kill off the remaining level 1 zombies. 

[A/n: Before zombies evolve, they don't have levels as they were too weak. After the blood rain, level 1 

zombies had an increase in strength and speed while level 2 and above zombies gained elemental 

abilities like awakened ability users.] 

Xueya kicked Junye in response. "Just kill it already!" he ordered. 

"As you command, wife~" said Cao Junye. 

The level 2 zombie's eyes had moved to Cao Junye who walked towards him nonchalantly with a devious 

smirk on his face. It jumped directly towards Cao Junye's direction. The leaping ability and speed of this 

zombie is not bad as well. With its huge fist directly punching towards Cao Junye, the latter just looked 

at the zombie expressionlessly. He snapped his fingers and the sky instantly turned dark with some 

thunder and lightning. The area is small but it is enough for Cao Junye as he is only level 3. 

"Lightning Bolt, Fall!" Cao Junye used his ability to control thunder and lightning. An irregular zigzag line 

of violet light fell from the sky and hit the level two zombie directly. 

The level 2 zombie's bulky body shook midair as the lightning directly hit him. He even shook like an 

electrified thing wriggling like a worm until it turned to black ash falling into the ground as a pile of black 

sand. Within those ashes is a two finger thick with a shade of grey yet white crystal. It's like an 

unpolished colored stone. 

Cao Junye picks the greyish white crystal. Since there's more white shade on it than grey meant that this 

crystal had more strengthening attribute than metal. 

The general threw it to his old butler as he is the closest person to him with a strengthening type of 

ability. Uncle Wu caught the crystal thrown to him by Cao Junye. 

Uncle Wu, "This...! Master... it's..." 

"Absorb it before we leave so you could level up. It's compatible with your ability. Get stronger if you 

want to be able to protect Chino." said Cao Junye. 

The old butler no longer voiced what he wanted to say and looked at the innocent baby beside him, 

giving him a smile. 

"What's wrong Grandpa Wu?~" asked Chino while smiling. 

The old butler chuckles before saluting at the general with a determined look on his aged face. Despite 

the time leaving traces on his skin, his body is full fit thanks to his daily training. Plus awakening an 

ability and as a former soldier, Uncle Wu is no longer an ordinary elderly man. 

"Thank you, general!" said Uncle Wu. 

Cao Junye just nodded his head before looking at his quiet subordinates. Give some level 1 crystals to 

the unawakened ones. As for the rest, split it with the rest to increase your strength, defense and speed. 



One level 1 crystal means one point attribute point. You choose which attribute you want to enhance. 

Absorb the crystal fast. We will move before the sun sets." announced Cao Junye. 

All the soldiers had saluted towards their general in uniform manner. 

"Yes, General!" 

They followed their general's orders and split the stones according to what Cao Junye had told them to 

do. Among the group only Cao Junye, Ximen Xueya, Ximen Chino, Zhi Yue and Baize didn't take a crystal. 

The systems like Zhi Yue and Baize don't need those crystals at all as they weren't really residents of this 

world, not even an ability user. While the family of three had too high level abilities that level 1 crystals 

are useless to them. 

After an hour, all soldiers had become level 1 ability users, though those newly awakened ones had only 

awakened attributed abilities like strengthening, increase in speed or defense. They were still happy as 

they would no longer be the weakest link in their unit. Those who had awakened earlier had increased 

abilities and become a dual ability user of elemental and attribute one. 

Like Wang Lei who awakened a wind ability first and now awakened a Strengthening ability as second 

skill. Though this dual awakening is still rare within their group. Except for Wang Lei who awakened as a 

second ability of Strengthening, Lou Lan who is a water ability user had also got a second ability which is 

mental type control, Telekinesis. 

After the awakening process had finished the unit rode on their hummers and left the W district. Moving 

on the next town. 

Chapter 172: 6.33 Third Green Star - Human Nature 

After leaving District W, a set of cars move along the road passing through the X District and notice that 

there's a road blockage of numerous dismantled cars. Clearly the obstruction von the road is manmade. 

Some soldiers with strengthening abilities went down the cars intending to clear up the road. 

Only for bullets to fly all over them, soldiers who awakened strengthening abilities didn't mean they 

could block bullets with their skins right away. Only when they've reached a higher level that bullets 

would no longer affect them. 

Unfortunately, only Uncle Wu is a level 3 Strengthening ability user. The bullets just left some bruises on 

his skin as it could no longer pierced him. 

Uncle Wu yelled, "Hide! It's an ambush. Soldiers, return fire!" 

They are still people in the military, there is no way they wouldn't have guns. The soldiers brought out 

their own guns and returned fire to the direction where the bullets came. Loud gunfire and metal 

clashing echoes in the whole area. There are some mixed human screams as if telling the others that 

they've got hit by bullets. 

There is no way civilians could confront trained soldiers from the military when the soldiers jumped out 

of their cars and started marching forward and the enemies suddenly turned into disarray. 

"NO! Don't come over!" 



"Fuck off! Fuck off!" 

"We came here first! WE ARE FIRST!" 

"This is our place. Go away!!!" 

Mixed voices of males and females were heard mixed with the sound of guns and metals clashing. These 

survivors are definitely civilians who had robbed a police warehouse for their handguns and weapons. It 

is because of this that they were frightened by the newly arrived group wearing military Camo. 

Suddenly from the Alpha Unit, Lieutenant Wang went down the car. 

"CEASE FIRE!" his voice is commanding that both sides had halted their bullets exchange. 

Wang Lei approached the group of civilians by the order of the general. The Alpha Unit had obediently 

lowered their weapons but kept their vigilance high up. They've all saluted towards Wang Lei 

collectively. 

"Salute! We've stopped, Lieutenant!" 

Wang Lei returned the salute and looked at the hiding civilians at the side of the road hiding behind 

some man made walls. 

"I am Lieutenant Wang Lei from the Alpha Unit. Direct command under General Cao. We are on our way 

to Z District where the Allied Military-Government Base is located!! Come out!!" 

"L-Lieutenant! G-G-General!!?" 

"Fuck! They are officials!" 

"What should we do?" 

"Are they here to catch us?" 

"NO. no. They should be. The world had ended already. Laws are useless." 

"They are enemies. ENEMIES." 

"They want to take our food." 

"Tell the others!" 

Hearing that the situation had just gotten worse, Wang Lei's face turned gloomy. 

"Grab them! But don't hurt any!" he ordered. 

The soldiers uniformly replied, "Yes, Sir!" before moving towards the civilians to stop them from acting 

foolish and going against the law. 

Almost all of the soldiers had run off to capture those civilians. What was left behind were only cars and 

the center hummer full of people. Inside the customized car, Cao Junye is holding his sleeping son. 

Ximen Xueya is silently enjoying some iced milk tea from his space. He didn't forget to share it with 

everyone in the car. 



Lou Lan, Zhi Yue and Xu Lin happily join Ximen Xueya in his afternoon tea and snacks. Holding iced drinks 

like milk tea, milk shakes and juice in a tumbler with straw for each of them. There is also a small table 

full of cakes, macarons, scones and tarts at the center of the car. Only Cao Junye and Baize remained 

silent during the small tea party of this group of foodies. 

Baize spoke, "They've all left. Is that okay?" 

"No worries. I made Wang Leo leave with others to bait the hiding ones out." replied Cao Junye. 

Xueya said, "Don't move. You'll wake up my son. Yue, bring Xiao Jing in the dimensional space and let 

him sleep on the bed." 

"Okay, host." responded Zhi Yue who swiped the cream at the corner of his lip with his tongue. 

Before walking towards his Lord God taking the sleeping Young Master in his arms. 

"Look after our baby well." said Cao Junye. 

Nods his head. "Then... we will be back." said Yue before entering Xueya's Dimensional Space. 

Except for Xueya, only Zhi Yue, who is connected to him by his mind, could use the dimensional space. 

Once Zhi Yue and Ximen Chino disappeared in thin air, the five left behind remained silent and 

continued what they were doing. After waiting for half an hour that other group finally started checking 

on the cars. It is clear of their rough handling of car doors that these people were rude men. 

Xueya glanced at his husband and said with a sweet smile, "My love covers you with darkness and don't 

let them notice you. You are too eye-catching and those rats would be frightened." 

"Baby~ are you going to toy with others again?" said Cao Junye while hugging his wife's waist. 

"No much. Just to pass time. Blend yourself with shadows." replied Xueya. Pointed at Baize, "Hide him as 

well." 

Cao Junye, who had no other choice but to accept his fate. Could only use his darkness ability to cover 

his whole body with black smoke, blending with himself with the shadows. He also did the same thing 

with Baize. Leaving only three young men visible inside the car. Xueya returned most of the drinks and 

snacks back in space when they started hearing approaching numerous footsteps. 

Baize whispered, "Ten people. All men. Few holding guns but those who didn't hold one were able 

users." only his voice could be heard but his figure is hidden within the darkness. 

"I see." Ximen Xueya responded coldly. 

All of the sudden his expression turned from extreme coldness to instant delicateness. The 

unapproachable air that used to surround him except around his husband and son had now totally 

disappeared. He slightly cowers his back as if lacking confidence paired up with his young man's face 

appearance, Xueya looks like a university student who looks weak and fragile yet innocent and beautiful. 

At this moment, Ximen Xueya turned into a delicate beauty which incurring others to bully him due to 

his innocent yet dainty appearance. The people inside the car watched his whole transformation. They 

were left stunned and speechless at the same time that they've forgotten those men outside the car. 



The door of the car suddenly opened revealing few crude looking men. Ximen Xueya instantly screamed 

in surprise. 

BAM!!! 

Ximen Xueya mode 'delicate beauty', "AAHH!! Who are you guys!?" That's what his current acting is 

being shown right at this moment. 

Lou Lan was the first to react and follow through Ximen Xueya's acting. He took a step forward blocking 

Xueya and placed him behind his back. The latter acted like a frightened beauty behind Lou Lan. 

"Don't be afraid, brother." coaxed Lou Lan. Of course! He is acting as well. "This is our car. We are with 

the military!" said Lou Lan yet his body betrayed him. He's trembling was obvious for the intruders. 

Xu Lin who is watching the whole thing was still stunned but in his mind, 'Fuck! These two are too good! 

Their persona changes in just a few seconds. So amazing~' 

Under the dim light of the car the appearance of the three young men were heightened. The stunned 

young man near the door looks the youngest. With his petite body, he looks like a young boy still going 

through puberty. 

Fair skin, thin arms and legs but despite his baby face, his features were flawless. There's a bit of blush 

on his cheeks to show his healthy state. Suddenly those na?ve yet childish round eyes made the young 

man look a bit foolish and untainted. 

Like a pure young man whose eyes haven't seen the world's darkness even in the midst of the 

apocalypse. These kinds of eyes were rare. 

A small man with a grin on his face spoke, "Wow~ This cute little face is so tender~" one of the men said 

trying to reach out towards Xu Lin. 

But before he got to touch the cute face Xu Lin, someone had kicked the nearest man out the car. The 

one who kicked the person is none other than Lou Lan. 

"A'Lin! Come over here!" said Lou Lan as the latter went to hide behind Lou Lan as well. Now two pairs 

of eyes were looking over Lou Lan's shoulders. 

"Hey. hey, yeah~ there are two more beauties inside~" Another man echoed. 

"Grabbed them out of the car!" 

"Yes boss!" 

"Haha~ little cutie and pretty young men, why don't you follow us instead? Those soldiers would not 

return until sunset." 

"No one is here to help you~" 

"We will certainly make you feel really... really good~" 

"Yes! It's like being in the heavens~~" 



Now these men were wearing perverted expressions when they saw the appearance of Ximen Xueya 

and Lou Lan. Both were beautiful on their own. The first one is a cool beauty who looks protective of his 

young brothers. Those almond shaped eyes squinted with warning as a frown is imprinted between 

those thin eyebrows. The exquisite features of Lou Lan made their mouths drool in imagination of him 

writhing in pain under them as they penetrate those tight caverns than that of a woman. 

What made these guys lose themselves to lust is that last young man hiding behind the cool beauty. The 

delicate appearance, phoenix shaped eyes plus refined features with hints of sexiness. Those rotund 

butts were tempting and added those long yet slender legs. Moreover, him looking so delicate like those 

proud young masters in the city made these men feel the thrill of dirtying someone this gorgeous. Ximen 

Xueya looks so alluring and seductive. Those men could feel the heat rising within their bodies in 

excitement. They looked at Ximen Xueya like drooling wolves about to eat him right away. 

"Shit! There is an even more high class hiding behind the cool beauty." 

"Grabbed them." 

"Damn! Boss, which one do you want to have first!?" 

"Of course it's the last one. The most captivating one!" 

"Fuck! I want to do them all.~" 

"Wait for your turn!" 

The men outside wanted to scramble inside the car after removing their clothes and pulling off their 

pants, only for the first man who entered the car to be beheaded by a blade made of black shadows. 

A human head rolls over~ 

"AAAHHHH!! BOSS!!!" 

"Someone killed the boss!" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

"Shit! There is someone else inside the car." 

Blood spurts all over the car. The detached head rolls somewhere within the car as the body falls over 

outside the car. The first man to lose his head is none other than a muscular man the rest calls as boss. 

The one who attacked is none other than the enraged great general, Cao Junye. He and Baize finally lose 

it when they've heard those men talk dirty about the three. Especially about Ximen Xueya, Cao Junye 

was totally furious. 

Cao Junye removes the darkness that allows him and Baize to blend in the shadows within the car. His 

darkened face and ugly expression frightened almost everyone inside the care. Only Xueya stared at his 

husband as if he looked like a cucumber. 

"Baize. Kill all those who are outside." ordered Cao Junye. 

"As you wish." replied Baize who went out of the car dragging the other two inside. 



Lou Lan didn't forget to flush the blood in the car as he went out with the other two. As soon as they got 

out of the car, a black dome covered the whole car, preventing the others from seeing or hearing what 

was happening inside. This is something Cao Junye had created. 

Meanwhile the other three who had gone out of the car capture the remaining men who are bare on 

their upper bodies yet wear only underwear at the lower region. These men were intending to gangrape 

the three inside the car. It is because of this that both Cao Junye and Baize were furious. 

Baize pulled out the butcher knife hanging by his side. Once the huge knife is revealed for everyone to 

see, Lou Lan covers Xu Lin's eyes while watching Baize cut those men up like cabbages. It was a scene of 

massacre, blood and gore. 

Chapter 173: 6.34 Third Green Star - The Angry General (M) 

The sounds of agonizing screams and cries for help as well as mercy could be heard echoing on the road.  

AAAHHH!!! SAVE ME! 

NO~ STOP!!! 

WE WON'T DO IT AGAIN! ARGH~ 

S-SPARE... PLEASE SPARE ME~ AAHHHH!! 

Upon Cao Junye's order, System Baize had spared no one among those crude men who tried to molest 

Ximen Xueya, Lou Lan and his host, Xu Lin. Just an hour ago before the three of them got kicked out of 

the car, the general was very close to losing it. Obviously, these dead men had moved their target to 

Ximen Xueya. They've all looked at the former like a sweet persimmon to be pinched and enjoyed. Not 

only him but the other two had seen how dark the general's face when he revealed himself for everyone 

to see. He is definitely furious as well as completely jealous. 

After Baize had cleaned up all those crude men from before, the road had now scattered limbs mixed 

with blood and flesh pooling on the cement. Anyone with a weak stomach won't lose it when they've 

seen such a scene. Xu Lin, who had the weakest stomach among them had already run off at the side of 

the road puking nonstop. The juice he just drank and the undigested cake had all been thrown up by the 

side. Seeing this Baize couldn't helped but feel bad for his stupid and weakling host. 

Gently patting Xu Lin's back, "Stupid Yan'er~ Are you still alive my dear host~~~??" 

Pat. pat. Pat. 

Xu Lin replied with a glare. But his expression isn't horrifying as his eyes were full of tears and a bit red 

from feeling unwell. He looks like a struggling weak rabbit to the eyes of others. Under System Baize's 

eyes, his host is not only stupid but is the weakest among all the host in the God System. He is na?ve and 

a weakling, if not because he is extremely lucky that he would have died years ago under someone's 

scheme. 

Of course! System Baize haven't met someone so lucky that he could fool death numerous times except 

for his stupid host. Being extremely lucky is his host's only yet greatest advantage. If not for his host 

would he even have the opportunity to meet a Venerable person like Ximen Xueya or someone like Cao 

Junye, who could be considered as the boss of the Nether System. Much less hug those golden thighs to 



complete his tasks in high ranking worlds. The greatest thing they got from them is the ability to turn 

human. With this System Baize would be able to accompany and protect his host much easier than 

breaking rules like before. 

System Baize had used his own saved points to buy things for his host countless times to save his life 

multiple times in the past world. No matter what others say, Baize would spoil his host secretly and 

indirectly. 

Seeing the pale face of Xu Lin, Baize felt bad for him. He could only carry him by the nearest tree and sat 

under the shade. Letting his lap be used as Xu Lin's pillow. 

Bewildered Xu Lin, "W-What is it?" he asked, totally lacking IQ and EQ to understand his system's 

intimate gestures. 

"Sigh~? nap for a bit. Don't worry it would take long before the rest of the soldiers return. Sleep for a 

bit. I will be here by your side. I will protect you. Don't worry about zombies." said Baize while gently 

rubbing his host's soft hair. 

He watches him slowly close his eyes as he succumbs to his sleepiness. Seeing this scene, Lou Lan also 

took a rest not far from the couple. Baize recognized Lou Lan's identity as a prisoner like him. But unlike 

him, the latter is a high grade prisoner who is forbidden to OOC in every world. It is also because of this 

that system Baize never opens a conversation with this person. As he knew that Lou Lan is not allowed 

to act outside his designated character. 

The three of them waited outside as they couldn't return to the car they used to ride. That car is now 

covered with a dark dome completely separating the ones inside from the outside. They couldn't even 

hear a single sound coming from the black dome. 

--- 

Inside the car. 

A vexed great general is pinning down his wife within the car. A soft mattress was brought out from 

inside the dimensional space as if Ximen Xueya is prepared for his husband's show of jealousy. He made 

it so Cao Junye would be jealous to the point of irritation. 

There's a smile full of mischief at the corner of Ximen Xueya's lips. 

Cao Junye showed a disgruntled expression on his face when he saw his wife's playful smile. Seriously, 

this skittish seductress will always do something to ease his boredom. Teasing him or annoying him had 

been included in his wife's daily routine. 

Xueya whispered with a coquettish voice, "What's wrong, my love?~~" 

But this time Cao Junye begrudgingly accepted his chaotic emotions and decided to show him his 

jealousy. 

"Baby~ this time you're so naughty that I need to punish you~" said Cao Junye as he controlled his 

darkness element to create shadowy things and pulled up Xueya's hand above his head and tied it with 

the shadows. He restrained his hands above his head. 



Xueya chuckles seeing that both of his hands were restrained. 

"Is this all?~" he teasingly asked. 

Cao Junye smiled and replied, "Of course not, Jing'er~" The shadows moved once again and covered 

Ximen Xueya's eyes. In that moment Xueya tries to struggle instinctively as his sight instantly turns black 

when his eyes are covered with darkness. But the shadows prevent his hands from moving and 

struggling. 

"My love. I don't want to do it without seeing you..." 

But Cao Junye didn't let his restraints go and even controlled it to restrict his wife's movement even 

more. 

While unbuckling his pants, "It would be a punishment if you can see me~ Baby~ this time you can only 

feel~ me~ with your body~" said Cao Junye with an undertone yet hoarse voice as it furtherly tempting 

the blind person under him. 

With one tug the pants covering Ximen Xueya's jade-like legs were pulled away. Leaving only his trouser 

on him. His sleeves and trousers slowly turned to ashes as Junye controlled his lightning ability while 

clearly stimulating Xueya's nerves with light static energy. Ximen Xueya could feel the numbing light pain 

entering through his skin tickling his nerves directly. The sounds of delirious whimpering echoes inside 

the car. 

Whimpers~ 

"Hnn! Mnn~~... Anm~~..." 

Cao Junye suddenly flipped his wife making him lay on his stomach facing him. The shadows had 

completely moved Xueya's hand behind him. His eyes were still completely covered at this moment 

while naked kneeling in front of Cao Junye. 

The former had unbuckled his belt and pulled down his pants zipper including his underwear. 

Ximen Xueya, who had his vision covered, couldn't see his state nor his husband's expression. But with 

the darkness casing his sight, his sensitivity and hearing heightens instead. He would definitely not miss 

that sound of his husband's ragged breathing and the sound of the zipper being pulled down. His 

excitement had risen together with his current blindness. 

He didn't expect for his husband to harshly hit his ass. 

AH! Xueya was about to complain when he felt something grab his jaws preventing it from closing and a 

scalding hard thing was pushed inside his mouth forcefully. He couldn't help but choke when that thing 

inside his mouth was suddenly thrusted in deeply. 

Cao Junye's stern voice can be heard near his ears. 

"Suck! Baby~ don't you dare bite it or~ you'll lose your future happiness~ Hehe~" whispered Junye while 

reaching out his fingers he covered with his own saliva sliding inside his wife's slightly tender yet wet 

hole as they've just done the deed this morning. 



Of course~ there is no way Ximen Xueya could bite the hard thing inside his mouth. Instead he started 

moving his mouth and tongue, wrapping it around that length. Sucking and licking as he could feel the 

organ inside his mouth pulsing and getting even bigger. He started moving his mouth in up and down 

motion pleasuring the hot thing even hitting his throat directly. The movement starts getting faster and 

faster. 

Meanwhile the finger inside Xueya's hole had turned from one to three, clearly spending the same 

movement of thrusting in and out at the same time his wife sucked him off. He could feel his wife's lips 

and tongue there. 

Cao Junye's breath turned heavy as the rims of his eyes turned red from immense pleasure on his lower 

region. He could feel his wife's throat squeezing on him as he buried him there deeply while he could 

feel his tongue swirling around his length as he swallowed him in. 

Ximen Xueya could hear his husband's ragged breathing mixed with his low groans. In his hole he could 

feel three fingers smoothly entering him with less resistance but his husband's fingers carefully avoided 

his prostate making him frustrated and unfulfilled. He showed his husband's his irritation by deep 

throating him intending to make him cum before him. 

But if their minds are connected, Cao Junye suddenly thrusted in his fingers deeply instead teasingly 

rubbing his wife's sweet spot within that wet cavern. Before Xueya could even gasp in sudden pleasure 

his husband suddenly grabbed his hair with one hand and helped him move his head faster and faster as 

he sucked on his length. 

Ximen Xueya felt a bit gagged by his husband's sudden wildness, the pleasure within suddenly exploded, 

making him moan while his husband's length was still inside his mouth. At the same time his husband 

pushed his head closer to him and the length inside penetrated his throat even deep forcing him to 

swallow every drop of his husband's essence. 

Afterwards Cao Junye worriedly pulled out from his wife's mouth when he felt him choking with his 

semen. He panicked for a moment and retracted the control of his darkness ability. The shadow that 

restrained Xueya's moment and covered his eyes had disappeared. 

"Spit it out quickly! Baby~ I'm sorry... that was too..." 

The general was unable to continue his words as he watched the lustful person in front of him swallow 

his essence without hesitation. There's few traces of white substance at the corner of his wife's cherry 

lips. He looks sexy and tantalizing at this moment. Like a drunk yet seductive elf, tempting Cao Junye to 

press this fairy in front of him. 

Xueya spoke, "Hm~ a bit bitter. You should stop smoking to ease the bitterness next time." 

Gulps~ The scene before the general is so captivating and lascivious that he couldn't help but press 

Xueya under him. 

"Baby~... let me in... please~" with an undertone yet hoarse voice, Cao Junye whispered. 

Pressed under the wild excited beast on top of him, Xueya spread his legs without embarrassment and 

opened himself up for his husband without hesitation. 



"Do it~" 

Thrust! 

With one huge movement that hard yet scalding length had pierced him in his deepest part, the beast 

hastened his movement and penetrated his inside continuously as if he wanted to break him. Xueya 

could only wrap his arms around his man's neck to prevent his head hitting the car's compartment on 

top. 

"Ah~ Mnn~" Ximen Xueya couldn't restrain himself from moaning that he was almost out of breath. 

"My love~ harder... do it more... AH!" 

"Jing'er you make me crazy!" commented Cao Junye as he moves his hips like a beast. Hitting the 

sweetest, tightest and deepest part within his wife. 

Cao Junye blamed his wife shamelessly as he didn't forget to abuse those perky nipples between his 

teeth while pinching the other with his hands. The double stimulation of delight made Xueya scream. 

The other person suddenly held his waist tightly and thrusted in him rougher as he requested. 

"Baby~ your so warm. Taking me in so sweetly~ This husband wants more of you~" Junye's raspy yet 

sexy voice lingers within Xueya's ears making him even more excited. 

The latter couldn't help but grab his husband's head and put his tongue inside Junye's mouth. Their 

tongues danced as if they wanted to eat each other. The wet sounds of their lips clashing as well as the 

loud squelches at their connection below resounded inside the car and they didn't care about holding 

back their voices anymore. It's not like someone could see them moaning and groaning like animals in 

heat. 

They've spent quite a long time enjoying the pleasure their body shares. The sun had almost set when 

they finished their wild session within the car. 

After doing the deed for a few more rounds, Xueya finally got spent and fell asleep within his husband's 

embrace. Thankfully Cao Junye could also access the dimensional space his wife owns. They've entered 

the space and cleaned themselves up. 

After returning outside Cao Junye scrapped the messy car into ashes before bringing out a new one for 

them to ride into. Now long after the black dome made with darkness element ability had faded 

revealing themselves to everyone who was waiting for them. Wang Lei, Uncle Wu and the rest of the 

soldiers had longed to return but didn't dare to destroy the intimate time between the couple. 

Seeing a sleeping Ximen Xueya within their general's embrace and receiving a frightening glare from 

their own general. The soldiers stood stiffly in silence. They didn't dare to utter another world. Only 

when the general heard their reports and told them to gather the willing survivors that they rode back in 

their cars and continued their journey. 

Chapter 174: 6.35 Third Green Star - The Bastard Liu Ling 

The journey was long and hard but everyone had bitterly suffered in silence of suffering. Being fed by 

dog food for long hours almost made those inside the same car as the general and Master Ximen gone 

crazy. 



The soldiers from the other cars were not spared as the shameless couple was stuck together, 

inseparable while fighting with zombies. Everyone chooses tacitly to ignore the shameless couple not to 

be drowned by dog food. 

Meanwhile in Hope Base. 

Shi Moye has been suffering from a headache ever since he and his team returned back to the base after 

looking for resources and meeting Su Liye and his team. The problem had exceeded just him leaving the 

base without telling anyone to persecute Su Liye from killing someone from the base. 

Killing. Yes, Su Liye had indeed killed someone. The dead man's name is Liu Ling. It was the same person 

who took his family away from the city where they lived. 

After hearing what kind of man this Liu Ling is, Su Liye made his plan. At first he and his team pretended 

to be just ordinary instead of telling everyone that most of them were mercenaries. 

This is an event that happened few days ago after the blood rain. 

Then they lingered at the mission hall. As expected Liu Ling of the Dawn Team had been invited to join 

them during one of their missions. Su Liye and two more awakened members of their team tried acting 

like newly awakened ability users. 

Pretending to be weaklings, Su Liye had successfully baited this man called Liu Ling including his Dawn 

Team. After hearing what kind of person Liu Ling is from both Shi Moye and Yun Suisen, he made this 

plan and tried to get Liu Ling out of the base and interrogate him about what happened to his family. He 

had only done this because he couldn't accept the fact or possibility that his family is no longer around. 

After successfully joining temporarily in the Dawn Team, with his other two men, during one of their 

missions. Su Liye and his men finally realized that the rumors about this man Liu Ling is indeed true! In 

the Mission Hall, the Dawn Team had invited not only the three of them who were pretending as newly 

awakened ability users, another two more real just awakened ability users had been invited to join as 

well. 

The mission the Dawn Team had accepted is just gathering some resources in Y District. This district is 

well-known for having orchards. There are different kinds of fruit trees and bushes growing in this place. 

They were tasked to get some seeds in this area. Shi Moye and Yun Suisen had issued farming to solve 

their never ending problems with regards to food. 

The regressor Shi Moye, who has memories of the future knew that the land would once again become 

fertile after the Blood Rain. It seems that aside from upgrading zombies, the world had given the 

human's a chance of survival. Mutated animals can be eaten. Land becomes fertile. Even sea creatures 

can be eaten as most of them have mutated instead of becoming zombies. 

Though mutated creatures are stronger and more intelligent than normal animals, their meat was 

nutritious and full of energy that allowed the ability to upgrade even more. This is why the leader of Z 

District Base had issued a mission to gather seeds after the blood rain. 

In the beginning the original members of the Dawn Team were acting kind like they were a group of 

benevolent people. This is especially true about Liu Ling who even used his former job as a police officer 

to capture the hearts of the two newly awakened ability users. 



Watching the two listen to Liu Ling's glib mouth and give the bastard a worshipping gaze that Su Liye 

almost couldn't stop himself from coming over and beating up that bastard. Only when they've reached 

the Y District and experience a zombie siege do Liu Ling and his team show their true colors. 

The Zombie Siege is not too big nor too small. There are at least one hundred zombies coming over to 

catch them. Sadly they couldn't just leave the place they were in as the zombies surrounded them from 

all directions. 

Su Liye and his other two teammates were on guard towards the Dawn Team and kept a certain 

distance with them but the two other ability users were newbies who didn't know about people's 

schemes. Just based on their ordinary reactions, these two must be civilians. One that had no conflict 

with other people. 

As Su Liye had expected, Liu Ling and his Dawn Team had finally made their move. One of the Dawn 

Team members approached the two newly joined ability users and made a cut to their legs and ankles. 

The wounds were quite deep but it wasn't fatal but wounds on legs restrict people from walking 

normally much less run. 

AAHHH!!! 

The wounded ability users had fallen seated on the ground with blood gushing from their wounds. The 

fresh scent of meat and blood spreads in the area. Like bees gathering in a honeycomb, the zombies had 

all moved to those injured humans making them the main target. Using this opportunity, Liu Ling and his 

team had rode the car intending to leave not only their two victims but also Su Liye and their small 

group. 

What Liu Ling and the dawn team didn't expect is that Su Liye had already known their plans of leaving 

by sacrificing newbies to join them for the mission. Su Liye had already tempered their car, preventing 

their leave. Sadly, the dawn team is a small team and they don't even have a high level space ability user 

on their team to bring a spare car with them. 

Surrounded by countless zombies, the group had to work to their fullest to eliminate all the one 

hundred zombies involved in the zombie siege. Unlike Su Liye and his men, the rest of the members of 

the team were only level 1 ability users with Liu Ling being level 2. 

Meanwhile Su Liye and the two men with him were all high level ability users. One level 2 mental type 

ability user and one level 2 space ability user. Su Liye on the other hand is a dual Level 3 ability user of 

Earth and Wind. He can use it for both defensive and offensive purposes. The newbies were eaten 

during the siege. 

After all the zombies were cleaned up. Liu Ling and his team were on the ground trapped in soil. Su Liye 

had used his ability to control earth and buried everyone from the dawn team with only their heads 

popping out the ground. They were all shouting profanities towards Su Liye's group of three. 

With the space ability user of his group gathering the one hundred crystal on the ground, Su Liye and the 

mental type ability user from his group had started their interrogation with Liu ling and his team. 

The mental type ability Su Liye whom he brought to this mission had the ability to control minds. It is 

called hypnotism. A mental type ability which would allow the user to charm his target making them fall 



in a state of confusion. As long as they ask, the target under charm would reveal anything without hints 

of a lie. 

"Boss, should I begin?" 

Su Liye replied, "Do it. No need to hypnotize everyone just this bastard would do." he pointed at Liu Ling 

as they squat in front of them. 

"Okay boss~ Fall~ Fall in love with me~" 

"Sigh~ your chant to activate your ability is so weird as always." 

"As long as it will activate my ability to care about my face~" retorted the lady ability user who could 

control others' minds. "Boss, you can start asking questions~ I will help my hubby pick crystals over 

there~ Don't forget our rewards. I want wine my hubby wants cigarettes~" 

"I know. Go leave and flirt your husband over there. Shoo..." 

The lady ability user had walked away as she was told to do so. Afterwards Su Liye had brought out a 

family picture from his inner pocket. In the photo, Su Liye and his wife were standing together beside 

him, his younger brother and his lover were also standing beside them. The four figures in the photo all 

had smiles on their faces. 

Su Liye made the charmed Liu Ling see the photo. He covered his face with a finger and allowed only his 

wife, young brother and his lover's face to be seen. With a dark expression on his face Su Liye started 

asking. 

"Have you seen any of these three before?" 

"...Saw them. Before we reached Z District they used to be with us." 

"Do you remember their names?" 

"The two men were Su Wan and Lu Meng. They were lovers I guess. The lady is called Shi Hong, she had 

a baby with her." 

"Baby? My baby is born!?" 

"Yes. A baby." 

"Where are they now?" 

With a lifeless and dull expression, Liu Ling replied monotonously. "Dead." 

When that one word came out from Liu Ling's mouth, the anger and hatred within Su Liye had risen but 

he was still able to hold it and prevent himself from killing the bastard in front of him. While the other 

members of the dawn team who had also seen the photo Su Liye had shown their leader had all their 

faces instantly turned ashen especially when the charmed Liu Ling spoke the taboo word death. 

The expression on Su Liye's face turned ugly and malicious. He truly wanted to hack the bastard in front 

of him. He yanked his hair roughly to make him face him. 

"Tell every single detail on how the three no... four of them died!!? Speak now!!" 



"The three of them including the baby were almost inseparable. I wanted to woo the woman but she 

chose to ignore me because of the useless baby she had with her! This is why I thought of splitting their 

little group. I've tasked my members to bring the two men with them with the reason of looking for 

clues about the base or looking for resources. 

When they've finally let their guards down towards me, I've sent the two men to look around for 

resources with my people. I told them to wound one of the two men and left them to be fed to the 

zombies. After successfully removing the two obstacles around that woman, I tried treating her well and 

wanted to make her lean on him. 

But who would expect that the woman is so tough. If not for that baby with her causing disputes with 

the rest of my team then I would choose not to sacrifice her. But that baby with her is really annoying, 

I've lost count on how many times that baby's cry made zombies target their group. 

The other people in his group had told her to throw away that annoying and noisy baby but she didn't 

listen. The woman even killed one of my team members. In the end I choose to push her and her child in 

the group of zombies to be used as bait to escape." 

The expression on Su Liye had turned uglier and eviler at each of Liu Ling's words. The husband and wife 

who worked under Su Liye had just finished collecting all the crystals and seeds available and overheard 

Liu Ling's explanation about their boss' family's end. No one knew but them, how much their boss 

longed to see his family. Su Liye is a very family oriented person. He is kind and loyal. No one from their 

group would say bad things about him. 

Now hearing the horrible details on how their boss' family had died made them feel his raging anger. 

They saw him controlling his ability on earth and made all members of the dawn team be pulled out of 

the ground but still restrained on earth pillars. All of their hands were restrained by earth above their 

heads. 

"Boss? Why did you pull them out?"  

"It's better to have their bodies exposed for the zombies to easily find them. Prepare the car, we are 

going back to the base." 

"Yes, boss." The space ability user had brought out a car from his storage and pulled his wife inside the 

car. The married couple decided to wait for Su Liye inside the car. 

AAAHHHH 

SPARE ME~ 

STOP!! I'M...SORRY~ ARGGH~ 

Don't leave us here!! 

As they walked towards the car they heard shrieks and screams behind them. Only they know how their 

boss made countless open wounds on each body of the dawn team. He let their blood flow like a river as 

he wanted the zombies to get attracted to the scene of their blood and flesh exposed in air. 



It didn't take long for Su Liye to ride in the car his subordinate had gotten from his space and 

immediately closed his eyes as if wanting to sleep. The husband and wife with him didn't even speak 

when their boss joined them in the car. 

They've only heard him say, "Drive. Go back to the base." 

Following Su Liye's command the car had moved towards the directions of the base in Z District. As for 

what happened in the dawn group, they were either eaten by zombies alive or died due to blood loss. 

No one knows but one thing is for sure. They are already as good as dead. 

On the other hand the zombies gathering at the capital had almost reached millions. But none of these 

zombies dare to fight one another. They were just standing in attention in front of a luxurious mansion 

as if waiting for their masters. 

Chapter 175: 6.36 Third Green Star - Arrival at the Hope Base 

After a long journey on the road, Unit Alpha had finally reached the base in Z District. It was already 

nightfall when they reached the close gates of the base. The awakened soldiers who were on guard duty 

blocked the path of the six hummers approaching the base. They pointed the gun at the motorcade. 

The car stopped as the guns of the guards were raised to their directions. 

"Stop and get out of your cars!" 

"Don't dare make any sudden movements. We will shoot!" 

The guards shouted. Some even shotguns as warning. 

BANG. Bang. 

But before the third shot was heard, all guns were covered in ice, including the guard's hand. The guards 

started panicking until they saw someone go down from the hummer at the center. 

They couldn't see his features clearly in the dark but they could still feel the menacing and overbearing 

pressure the man possessed. The guards of the base were all about to call for Reinforcement when the 

face of the man was revealed. 

"General Cao?" 

It was indeed the great general with a pissed off expression on his face. Once the general spotted the 

leader looking person among the guards he grabbed its collar and glared at that person. 

"Are you doing your job right? It's almost midnight and you dare shoot some guns! You do want to wake 

my child up huh!!" complained Cao Junye. 

It's long past Ximen Chino's sleeping time. But the child isn't willing to return to the dimensional space 

with his Uncle Yue and wanted to sleep in the car with his parents. 

Cao Junye couldn't enter the space as he still needs to lead the unit. Ximen Xueya wasn't willing to sleep 

without Junye by his side. The child was already asleep when suddenly gunshots were heard in the 

middle of the night, almost jolting awake baby Chino in his sleep. 



Ximen Xueya's mood turned bad hearing those gunshots and froze the guns, if not because Cao Junye 

coaxed him to calm down that he would also turn the soldiers guarding the base into an ice sculpture. 

It is also because of this that Cao Junye got out of the car. 

Recognizing General Cao, the soldiers wanted to salute him but when they did so. Only then did they 

remember that their hands were frozen, including the gun. They could only look helplessly at the 

general in front of them. 

"Generally this... This ice is..." 

Cao Junye replied nonchalantly, "My wife did it. Go in and ask some fire ability users to melt it for you. 

My wife is in the bad mood since you've almost wake up our child and bother his nap." 

The soldiers who heard the general's explanation couldn't help but sneak a peek at the far center car in 

the motorcade. They were so sure they could feel some icy gaze coming from the car. 

When they saw the ice on their hands slightly spreading more, they knew that someone was indeed 

glaring at them from inside the car. 

They immediately removed their gaze and asked a patrolling soldier to inform the leader and Old 

General Sun about General Cao's arrival. 

"Someone. Inform that General Cao is back!" 

"Y-Yes Sir!" 

The soldier who was passing by during his patrol had run off into report after saluting at the youngest 

yet greatest general in their country, Cao Junye. 

After talking a few more minutes with the captain, he whispered something to the soldier's ear which 

made the latter panic even more. 

His face turned completely white as if frightened horribly. The soldier with fire ability just finished 

melting his comrades hands as they watched the general return to the car at the center. 

"Let them in. Open the gates now! I will bear all responsibility. Just fucking open the gate!" 

"C-Captain what's wrong with you?" 

"Sir, the protocol?" 

The captain replied, "Protocol your ass! Let them in right now. I'm telling you now. The one inside that 

car isn't only General Cao!" 

"Not only General Cao?" 

Then as if coming in realization the soldiers had thought of something that made them fear for their 

lives. With a collective pale face they've all hurriedly open a path for them and open the gates even 

without the permission from above. Even when the car had passed by them they'd all lowered their 

heads fearing to meet someone's eyes from within those cars. 



The captain of the guards were among the rest with his head down like the others. The soldiers next to 

them had whispered as all cars had gone inside. 

"Captain, you... Is what we think... Do you think it's true?" 

"The Old General had informed us that General Cao's abilities are Darkness and thunder. But it was Ice 

that almost turned us to real life statues. Put your hand above your heart and ask. Whose temperament 

could be equated to frost?" 

The soldiers' expressions turned ugly and frightened. 

"...QAQ..." 

"If you know the answer then just shut your mouth. We have no authority to get involved." 

"Yes sir." 

"Close the gates to prepare for zombie attacks at night." 

The soldiers on guard duty resume their jobs but just from their eyes which keep on wandering towards 

the directions where the people who had just arrived had gone to, they knew that tonight there would 

be lots of people who wouldn't be able to fall asleep. 

Meanwhile, the unit alpha were escorted to the grand looking huge mansion and let them stay there. 

The soldiers who were waiting on standby stood at the side waiting for the general's further 

instructions. 

In the five cars that surrounds the hummer at the center, only the Old Instructor Wu had higher position 

that those captain class soldiers who escorted them here. These two soldiers' eyes were focusing on the 

car where the general was. 

The first one to come down the car is someone they haven't met before. A youth with timid yet stupid 

smile on his face went down first followed by a muscular tall man with wild aura. 

Next is Unit Alpha's Lieutenant Wang Lei then he helped his lover, Lou Lan step out of the car. Then they 

saw Uncle Wu approach the car and a hand holding a sleeping child carefully passed the baby to the old 

butler. 

Then their eyes almost fell out their sockets when they saw the general finally climb down the car. 

There's a familiar looking man sleeping in his arms. 

But unlike what they remember, this man's hair is white with light blue highlights. Just based on this 

appearance they know that the person in the general's arms was someone with high level ice and 

attributed abilities. 

The two captain soldiers had stiffened when they recognized who the gorgeous man and adorable child 

were. If one could see them at closer look you would be able to see them slightly trembling. Cao Junye 

saw them but didn't speak a word instead gestured at Wang Lei before entering the mansion with the 

old butler and the rest following him inside. 



Wang Lei appeared before the two captains and said, "The General won't be entertaining any guests 

tonight. I suggest you come back tomorrow morning. Since his wife and son are already asleep you 

cannot ask him to see you tonight. 

If you guys are worried about any of us mutating to a zombie you could leave some guards outside the 

mansion just in case. Quiet ones if you prefer. We've been on a nonstop journey for a few days or so." 

The two captains showed a disbelieving look while hearing words like wife and son. The great general is 

a famous bachelor. How could he have a child and wife at the end of the world? They've asked about 

this in confusion. 

"Sir Lieutenant, pardon. But who are you calling the wife and son of the general?" 

Wang Lei looked at them with a questioning gaze but they could read the meaning of his eyes saying 

'Are you blind? Can you see properly?'. 

Wang Lei answered, "His wife is of course, his lover, Master Ximen while his son is called Ximen Chino. 

They were biologically related." 

After saying those words Wang Lei just walk into the mansion leaving the two dumbfounded soldiers in 

front of the house. The guards who were tasked to guard the mansion gave them pitying looks as if they 

could understand what these two captain rank soldiers were feeling. Master Ximen is a special existence 

after all. He has a very extraordinary standing in the country. 

"The General's lover is Master Ximen!?" 

"Moreover he is the biological father of Young Master Ximen! Doesn't that mean..." 

"Let's go. Report to the old general about their arrival." 

--- 

Meanwhile at the Leader's office. 

Shi Moye, Yun Suisen and the old general Sun were all at the room planning about the punishments of 

those men who had stolen the resources of the base. 

They were also thinking about lessening the power of those elite clans. As they were getting wilder and 

greedier as time passed. 

It was at this moment when a soldier came running to the office to report. The soldier had run over to 

the place even almost forgetting about his manners in his panic. 

"Leader! Old General! I have something to report!" 

Seeing the almost out of breath soldier in front of them made them worried. 

"For now, calm down and have a seat." said Shi Moye. 

Yun Suisen had passed a glass of water to the soldier. He drank the water with large gulps as he was 

indeed too thirsty at the same time too nervous. 

Old General Sun asked, "What is it that you're going to report?" 



"Ah... Yes! Reporting to the Old General, Unit Alpha and General Cao had returned!"  

"What!? Is this real!? Tell him to come over to see me right away!?" said the Old General. 

The soldier was about to leave when the two captains who escorted Unit Alpha to the mansion had also 

come over. After entering the room to speak with the old general, they saluted him before speaking. 

They've also overheard the Old General wanting to summon General Cao. 

"General, it would be impossible to call General Cao to meet you tonight. He wouldn't be able to leave 

the mansion" 

A frown appeared on the old general's face, "What nonsense, are you talking about?" 

"Old General, Lord Ximen and his son are together with him!" 

"They've said that he couldn't leave the side of his wife without permission!" 

"You can only meet them tomorrow morning." 

Hearing the name of Ximen being mentioned, everyone inside the room had suddenly turned silent. 

They didn't care to speak out. As they knew that man's strength is unbelievable even during this time. 

Yun Suisen especially knew about his former Master's pass action. If there is someone in the apocalypse 

who had the most resources it could only be his master, Ximen Xueya. 

Old General Sun had asked the soldiers who came to report to him. Afterwards the three who were left 

behind in the office were all looking relieved for a reason. 

Shi Moye sighed, "Hah~ now that they've returned those elite clans and the government officials would 

be making their move." 

"We should visit them tomorrow as well to report." said the Old General Sun. 

But Yun Suisen had declined this plan, "No. Not tomorrow but three days later. The Master's mood 

would be very bad after the other people come over to bother him and the general. Let's not suffer with 

them. 

3 days later. We would visit the mansion. There are still lots of things that need to be prepared before 

going to meet them." 

On the other hand the news had spread about General Cao and his unit Alpha arrival. Whether it was 

people in the military, people from elite clans and the guys from the government had all received the 

news. Their spies were all over the base and it was easier for them to get the news about the youngest 

yet greatest General. 

The news had spread like this. 

[General Cao and his unit Alpha had arrived at the base. The general had brought back a lover and a 

child from the outside.] 

Chapter 176: 6.37 Third Green Star - Three Factions 

Morning at Z District Base. 



Mansion under General Cao's ownership. 

Master's bedroom. 

Ximen Xueya woke up with a strong arm of his husband hugging his waist and him hugging their little 

bun. Ever since they've reached the Z District, Zhi Yue has been told to return to his moon avatar form 

which is invisible to other people especially to the original residents of this world. 

He groggily woke up as he noticed that the room's interior they are in right now is something he hasn't 

seen a t all. His confusion was answered by System Yue. 

[The host is in a mansion prepared by the people from Hope Base for the general.] 

When Xueya tried to sit up, he suddenly felt a pang coming from his lower back and had fallen back to 

the bed. This is the consequences of doing it at a closed place and doing it a bit roughly. 

Hiss~ Ximen Xueya couldn't be helped by elbowing the stomach of the man sleeping on his right. 

Urg! 

Cao Junye was awakened with pain in his tummy. Once he opened his eyes he was welcomed by his 

wife's glaring eyes. There's an obvious blame and irritation within those phoenix shaped eyes. Despite 

his glare, Xueya's refined features made him look sultry instead, especially with that bit of blush on his 

cheeks due to anger. 

"Baby?~" 

"Back hurts. Your fault. Do something!" 

He could only put his hands on Xueya's back and start massaging his waist. Only when he did that, that 

his wife stopped glaring and enjoyed himself to the soothing movements of his husband's hands. 

[Report! There are groups coming over to the mansion. Some were people of Elite clans. The others 

were from the government and military.] System Yue's voice was heard by anyone in the room. Xueya 

and Junye knew why they were coming over. They wanted to check on General Cao's men's capabilities. 

These people wanted to know whose side was stronger in between Shi Moye's faction and General Cao's 

small group. 

Those elite clans' objectives are different. They wanted to see the general's rumored lover and son. 

Thinking of a way how they could create connections with the other party. Either that or they wanted to 

check if the lover had enough background to match the general. If not they would be willing to send 

their daughters through the backdoor. 

The government and military side had different goals. They wanted to watch those elite clans make fools 

of themselves. After all, the military had held back the information of who the lover of General Cao is. 

Even if they do know, no one is foolish enough to tarnish that person's name. They still wanted to live 

for a bit longer than offending a demon who is harder to deal with than the great general Cao. 

Cao Junye's expression turned gloomy when heard what Yue had just reported. He and his unit were not 

planning on staying in this Hope Base for too long. Their real place is Ximen Mountain which his wife had 

prepared in secret before the apocalypse had arrived. 



They've only dropped by on the way as he wanted to speak with Shi Moye and Old General Sun about 

giving them the full authority of this base to them. As everyone in the base knows, the real leaders of 

this hope base are none other than General Cao and Ximen Xueya. Sadly, the couple isn't all that 

interested with such a small base full of leeches. 

"Baby~ come down to meet them with me?" asked Cao Junye. 

Ximen Xueya responded as he closed his eyes to go back to sleeping. "No. I'm still sleepy. Go do your 

job." 

Cao Junye just kissed his wife's forehead before preparing to go down and meet the guests. What he 

didn't know is that Xueya had asked Yue to give him a live stream of what is happening in the living 

room. 

--- 

In the living room. The factions were obviously seated separately. In the living room, a center table is 

surrounded by four couches covering each side. On the left corner of the room, a grand piano was 

placed for entertainment and bookshelves were placed all around the room. This receiving area looks 

more of a study room. 

The three couches were occupied and only the honor seat position was left empty. There are some 

soldiers from Unit Alpha loitering in the mansion but only Uncle Wu had escorted the guests to the living 

room and served some tea for them. 

Among the three factions only those old men from elite clans were showing ugly expression for waiting 

as they were all used to being served upon. In their own places there would be maids serving their 

needs from right to left but in this mansion the only servant had an even higher position that they 

possessed. 

Cai Wu. A retired Lieutenant who had declined his promotion to become a general at the age of 40. He 

stepped down from his original position and trained soldiers as their instructor. Cao Junye and Wang Lei, 

including the whole Unit Alpha, were trained strictly by this kind looking old man. After retiring this old 

man had been hired by Cao Junye to serve his Cao Family after his family had died. The old man stayed 

by Cao Junye's side until he reached the peak and became the youngest general in history. 

No one in the upper circle didn't know the identity of the old butler in front of them. Rumors say that he 

is even a close peer of the former State Head and Prime Minister. If there is someone who could move 

this old man then there could only be two people. One is General Cao and the other is the Master of the 

Ximen Family, Ximen Xueya. 

Uncle Wu with a smile on his face was standing behind the honor seat waiting for the master of the 

house to come down. He had already sent Wang Lei to call for Cao Junye while he looked after the 

guests. 

Elite Clan. Leader of the Su Family asked, "Sir, can we ask if the General is already on his way down?" 

There's a forced smile on his old face as he tries to act amiable as he could but the twitching of his lips 

reveals his fakeness. 

"Grandpa I'm bored~" 



"Silence!" 

The 20 year old lady Su seated beside her grandfather was about to lose her temper as well. Not only 

them but the other leaders of elite clans brought most of their daughter or grand daughters with them 

that one would think that their a blind date event in the General Cao's mansion as these ladies were 

wearing luxurious clothes not found during the end of the world. 

There are even diamonds, sapphires and emeralds hanging on their neck and ears. Wearing dresses that 

were neither too short nor too long. Like those princess type garments cutesy ladies wear. Most ladies 

were even wearing makeup. 

Among the elite clans only the Yun Clan didn't bring any woman with them. But Yun Ren was brought 

over as he is Yun Lu's heir. Except for being over biased towards his adopted son, Yun Lu is the kind of 

man who would make his move for the greater good of his clan than the power he could possess. He 

isn't totally greedy as his greed only comes to serve peace for those he wanted to protect. 

The old butler remained unmoved by the flattering expression these old clan leaders are showing. There 

is an always smiling kind face on himself but despite his smiles his aura gives feeling of indifference and 

detachment towards strangers. Like a silently observing lion who is pretending to sleep unless his 

territory is disturbed. 

"Esteemed Guests should wait for a little while more. The Master and his family had slept late last night 

as we've just come to the base in the middle of the night." 

When the old butler mentioned the words of Master and his family everyone's expressions in the room 

had changed. The elite old clan leaders were a bit annoyed while the military and the government 

officials were frowning a bit in disbelief. Before they came over, they've already heard the news about 

who that person is, they call General Cao's lover. 

Some of them, especially the government, felt that the news was a bit dubious. As they knew too well 

what time of temperament and personality that esteemed person possesses. Unless he allowed it no 

one else could tarnish his name much less use it in rumors. But just now this old butler from Cao Family 

clearly includes that person with General Cao's side and even calls them as family which is almost 

unbelievable. 

An old leader from some elite clan tried to rebuke the old butler. 

"You...!?" 

"Shut up and calm down." 

"Fine!" 

Only to be stopped by someone from their own faction, they couldn't be the first one to make the move. 

The ministry of agriculture's leader raises his hand to the proposal that he wishes to speak. The old 

butler saw it and gestured that he could do so. 

Uncle Wu said, "Go ahead. These esteemed guests from the ministry." 

"One question. Would he come down today for business or not?" asked the minister of agriculture. 



"This old man cannot answer that question. But as people who knew him too well I suggest you think it 

over yourselves." said the old butler. There's a clear hidden meaning within his words. 

Smart people could instantly understand what another smart person wishes to say with just a few 

words. The people from the government side had whispered to each other, especially the other 

ministries leaders. These people can be considered as men who served the prime minister the longest 

and worked with him loyally. 

After a few minutes of talking to themselves, the government faction made a decision. The secretariat 

who spoke just now stood up followed by the rest of his faction members. They bow their heads slightly 

towards the old butler. 

"Thank you for your kind reception. Our faction decided to step back for today. Please send us a 

message when that person decides to make his move. We are willing to serve him." 

"Understood. I shall pass your message." 

"Please excuse us for today." 

The old butler gestures for some soldiers on their side to escort the leaving guests properly without 

acting rude. 

Elite Clan Faction's reaction. 

Bewildered Old Leader Pu asked, "Where are they going? Are they just leaving like this?" 

"You ask me and whom should I ask?" 

"I also don't know." 

Only Clan Leader Yun Lu frowned as he thought of something but wasn't so sure of it. He was wrong to 

come over without enough information. He just joined the fun and wanted to see what the other elite 

clans would try to do. When he saw them bring the woman from their sides obviously planning to move 

the Great general with the woman. As for whether it would be useful or not, not even he knows. 

General Cao is an infamous stern man. He wouldn't forgive anyone who breaks the law. He is a model 

authoritarian before the end of the world. Now that the former State Head and Prime Minister are gone, 

he had the highest position in the country. No one would question if he even took the seat of the 

president. 

The problem is that aside from his titles and achievements no one knows anything private about this 

man. As if his whole being is covered in mist, no one except those on his side knows what kind of man 

this General Cao really is. 

Reactions of those from military faction: 

This is a faction that is purely made of soldiers. The leader of this faction is Old General Sun but for some 

reason he didn't come personally to visit and told them he would after three days. And so the faction 

was brought over by the second in command, a Lieutenant General who works for a deceased general. 

This general had died during the apocalypse. 



"Lieutenant Ki, are we really staying? Those officials suddenly took their leave." 

"Didn't they say that person became the great general's lover?" 

"But is that even possible?" 

Lieutenant Ki finally spoke, "Silence. We are only here to see the well being of the Great General and 

nothing more. Don't think of other things!" 

"Yes sir!" 

Chapter 177: 6.38 Third Green Star - Meet My Wife? 

After another half an hour some old clan leaders finally couldn't wait anymore. They've stood up trying 

to get some soldiers to get Cao Junye to come down. 

Clan Leader Pu grabbed one of the soldiers and ordered, "It's been almost two hours. Can't you go over 

there and ask your general to come down!" 

"You are in no position to order me." rebuke the soldier as he twisted the old leader's hand removing his 

claws on his collar. 

The old leader who never experienced this kind of pain shrieked like a slaughtered pig. 

"AAH!! You... you! Such rudeness! When my daughter gets married in this household... You would regret 

this!" 

When he announced his wicked plan out loud the soldiers in the room had all sniggers at his foolishness. 

Marry in their household? Are they so great that they could move the lady boss in this house with such a 

meager position as an elite clan. The Pu Clan isn't on the same level as the Yun Clan. It just used to be a 

small clan and got it current position as the top four clans, which includes Yun and Sun Family, remains 

only with two noble clans left. 

Since the Sun Family are Clans full of soldiers they weren't really on the side of the Elite Clan Faction but 

with the military instead. This is the reason why the Yun Clan became the most powerful clan in this 

faction. 

A soldier provokes him further, "Marry in our household? With what? This chick who looks like she put 

too much powder on her face skin color doesn't even match her skin color at her neck." 

"So ugly~ Even I wouldn't dare to marry her." 

"Look at the other ladies. One is worse than the others." 

"Coming here to fight for the general's wife's seat? Sorry but that place is occupied already." 

"Yes! By someone who is even more beautiful than the well known goddess on the television." 

"Tsk! tsk! How thick of a face are you? Bringing this kind of low class woman to bribe the General." 

"Don't know how much the general had to beg our general's wife to stay by his side." 

"Even the young master has to help his father for the general's wife to agree." 



The soldiers from unit Alpha had all given their own comments regarding this boss' love life. It's not like 

the general avoiding letting them see the interaction between the couple. Clearly, their general is a 

henpecked husband who is afraid of his wife running. You couldn't even separate the couple even with 

the biggest light bulb named Ximen Chino in between them. 

Coming over here to seduce their general. They truly aren't afraid of death. It would be good if their 

mistress didn't know any of this or they wouldn't just lose their power and authority in the base. 

Keeping their lives might be even harder. 

Clan Leader Su and Clan Leader Pu finally lost it. 

"YOU DAMN SOL---!!" 

Before they could even complete their words the doors to the room had opened. Revealing a cold 

looking yet captivating man in homely clothes. This man is wearing only a black shirt and pants, but his 

perfect physique made it hard for others not to drool on his sexy body. This man had pitch black hair 

and his irises were like a purple galaxy full of stars. Just his presence alone is enough to overwhelm 

everyone in the area. 

The ladies were all looking like love struck fools at Cao Junye. 

"Wow~ he's so hot~" 

"I thought I would have to seduce an old man. who would thought General Cao would be this young~" 

"I... I'm in love~" 

On the other hand, the reaction is different from the gentleman's side. All of the soldiers who noticed 

his arrival had stood up straight to where he was and saluted towards him collectively. 

"Salute! Greetings to Great General Cao!" 

Cao Junye nodded his head in receiving the salute and all of the soldiers returned to where they were. 

He took a seat on the free couch. Uncle Wu served him some tea to help him with digestion. 

"Master, have they eaten?" asked Uncle Wu. 

Cao Junye's expression softens thinking about his family whom he ate breakfast with. 

"They ate well and enjoyed the breakfast you made, Uncle Wu." replied Cao Junye. 

"That's good then." 

Cao Junye ignores all the eyes on him as he drinks his tea. Some women tried to jump on him because 

their elders grabbed their wrist, preventing them from moving. They've all waited for the general to 

finish his tea. The old clan leader's intentions had changed the moment they met the general before 

him. 

The appearance and disposition of this general is still the same but for some reason there is something 

about him that changed greatly. They couldn't even ignore those unconcerned gestures of him as if they 

weren't something worthy under his eyes. 



He is clearly ignoring their presence and they couldn't feel that there is nothing wrong with that. This 

kind of formidable and irrefutable presence. They've only seen this kind of existence from someone 

before. 

Among the people inside the room the one who notices the great changes in Cao Junye is not the elders 

who had experienced the most in their lives but Yun Ren who showed a shocked expression as he stared 

at him. If not because he instantly took control of his face, that even his father would think that 

something is wrong with him. 

Yun Ren acted as if he hadn't seen something wrong. 

"D-Dad... what's wrong?" asked Yun Ren with an undertone voice. 

Yun Lu calmed down the moment his son called for his attention. 

He pats his child's head dotingly before replying, "Nothing... It's nothing, son." 

After a while Cao Junye finally put down his cup back to the table and looked at his supposed guests. 

Cao Junye said, "You guys move fast. Are you here to congratulate me for having a wife and a son?" 

No one replied right away. The military faction is taking a silent stand watching the elite clans make fun 

of themselves. But how unfortunate that none of these greedy old men were foolish enough to think 

that nothing is wrong with their current standing with how powerful the general's presence they are 

seeing in front of them. 

Old Su smiled and acted amiable when he spoke towards the general. 

"Yes~ we are here to congratulate the general. This old man has yet to prepare gifts. I would be greatly 

honored if the general is willing to let this old man meet the general's wife and child." 

Military faction's thoughts: 'Cunning old fox!!!' 

Cao Junye replied, "My wife is quite temperamental. He might not like to meet you but if you truly wish 

to meet them then... it's not like it's not possible." 

The greedy old men's eyes were glowing with anticipation as they heard what the great general had 

said. They've really wanted to meet his lover. They wanted to put the lover in his place and know that he 

isn't worthy of a great man like General Cao. 

While the other ladies were expecting to meet their rivals and wanted to surpass them. They were 

thinking that they were standing as daughters of an elite clan. What could a person who came out of 

nowhere become someone worthy of the general? 

The ladies thoughts: 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

Lady Su: I am the most beautiful among the rest of the ladies. The general would definitely choose me. 

Lady Pu: Tsk! I'm the smartest and the sexiest among these young chicks. I should be able to seduce the 

general with my body. 



Young Lady Ki: The general looks so young and handsome. But would the person he chose be someone 

ordinary? Let's give up, there is no chance for us at all! 

Old Su exclaimed, "Really!? It would be this old man's greatest honor." 

"Old Pu is overwhelmed with the general's kindness..." 

"I wonder what kind of lady the great general had chosen. It would indeed be a great opportunity to 

meet such a special lady!" 

The old clan leaders had started flattering the general to make the situation smoother when they 

introduced their clan's young ladies to the generals even as mistresses as long as they could create a 

connection with this great general. 

Among everyone from the Elite Clan Faction, only the clan leader of Yun noticed the mocking eyes the 

soldiers were giving their side. They were not even trying to hide their pitying gaze which even gives out 

feelings of words saying that: 'Serve them right!' or 'Guess they will die soon.' Things like this were 

imprinted on the emotions the soldiers currently show on their faces. 

Yun Lu's thoughts: 'Something really isn't right about this mysterious lover of the general. If he is 

someone without status these soldiers would definitely keep that person's information like what they 

did last night but if that's the case then the expression these soldiers have right now wouldn't much the 

current situation. 

This can only mean that the information about the mysterious lover of General Cao was indeed kept for 

a reason. But the reason might not be as protection that they've thought. It was because that lover's 

identity is special enough for the government and the military to keep quiet about his identity.' 

Then they saw Cao Junye look behind them. He saw a rare smile on this stern man's handsome face. 

Cao Junye spoke with a pampering tone, "How about it, wife? They say they wanted to meet you. You 

should introduce yourself to our guests. Hehe~" 

Yun Lu and the rest were about to turn around to the direction the general was looking, only to be 

shocked terribly when they saw the appearance of the person behind them. 

Shoulder length soft like silky hair with the shade of clouds and sky intermixed. Eyes which possessed 

the hue of tanzanite gemstones. His phoenix shaped eyes squinted narrowly as he stared at everyone 

inside the room coldly as if they were pierced with ice shards. A sudden pressure and coldness spreads 

within the room covering the whole floor with ice. 

Hic!? 

The ladies were frightened enough to almost scream but as if they knew something would happen to 

them if they shouted, they covered their mouths to block the sound. but none of them could stop 

themselves from trembling in that person's presence. Even their clan leaders were now silent as mute as 

they tried lowering their heads as if they wanted to bury themselves under the soil and prevent the man 

from looking at them. 



Only now they knew how much their current actions of trying to pull the great general on their side, is 

death seeking. It's true that General Cao is a great person to be on their side but that can only be done if 

the former is willing to accept them. 

But this person is different, scurrying favor from this man is an impossible task. The choice is only: him 

giving favor or him accepting favor. All decisions are made by him only. No one could move if he really 

doesn't want to take actions but if he really took an action there are also only two results as well. One is 

prosper and the other is death. 

Ximen Xueya's icy voice echoes in the room. 

"I heard you wanted to see me." said Xueya to the guest. 

Cao Junye's playful voice responded to him, "Yes. They really wanted to see you and Chino." 

"Is that so? Do I still need to introduce myself, my love?" asked Xueya as his voice turned gentle when 

talking with Junye. 

"Of course my dear wife. They said they would definitely be honored to meet you." 

"Oh. I see..." 

Once again Xueya's indifferent eyes wandered to every guest inside the room and his eyes lingered 

more on Yun Ren who is the nearest to him. The child's trembling is very obvious to see as there are 

even cold sweats all over his body. The room is cold and Yun Ren is sweating like he is under a blazing 

sun instead. 

Xueya spoke, "You both father and son seem to be not closely involved in this farce. So I will spare you 

for now. You soldiers can play outside from a moment as well." Then with a way of his hand the Yun 

father and son disappeared from the room together with all the soldiers from the military factions and 

Unit Alpha. 

The remaining members of the elite clan were shocked with what they had seen. This is the first time 

they had seen someone possess the ability to teleport things including humans. Moreover they've also 

witnessed Ximen Xueya use Ice ability to turn the whole room into ice. 

When they're minds return to reality, these old foxes tried to save themselves from the situation and 

stood up all about to greet Xueya but suddenly they've lost complete control of their bodies. 

"M-Master Ximen!!" 

"We... We didn't know!!" 

"S-Spare. Please spa---!!" 

"I didn't allow you to move. Kneel down!" 

The last two words were commands Ximen Xueya had spoken using his ability called Kotodama. The 

people from Elite Faction had suddenly fallen to their knees despite where they were. As long as they've 

moved their bodies the former couch they sat on turned to ice and melted to nothingness as well. 



Seeing this immense show of powerful abilities, members of Elite Faction finally knew that the decision 

to involve General Cao to their schemes was fallacious. It is a mistake that would need to be repaid by 

their lives. 

Everyone here knows what kind of man Ximen Xueya is. He is an extremely detached person yet he is 

also an extremely protective man towards his family. Before the apocalypse arrived, a man tried to 

kidnap the young master of Ximen Household which is Ximen Chino, the only family of Ximen Xueya. 

The opposite side thought that by capturing Ximen Chino and asking Ximen Xueya for a ransom of 1 

billion dollars that the criminal thought they had hit the jackpot. Ximen Xueya had personally sent the 

amount to the location. The criminals thought that the rumors about Ximen's cruelty was just a joke that 

the whole world spread. 

They didn't expect that as soon as Ximen Xueya got back his son. That the criminals would feel so 

disgusted with money on that day. After the rescue of Chino, Ximen Xueya who secretly arranged the 

capture of the kidnappers had been done successfully. 

In just an hour after the exchange the group of kidnappers had once again seen Ximen Xueya. Though 

this time the criminals were all tied up and were forced to kneel in front of Xueya. They first curse and 

spat at Ximen Xueya when they've seen him. They were not afraid as they were foreigners and their 

countries would be asking them to be deported instead of being punished by the laws of that country. 

They were so brave and courageous as they spoke threatening words towards the emotionless face 

Ximen Xueya in front of them. But everything changes when they see their country's leaders on the 

screen behind Ximen Xueya. The president of the country they came from had personally made a video 

call and apologized to him. 

They've sent luxurious and grand gifts to the Ximen Clan as compensation for the incident. They've also 

given Ximen Xueya the authority about the lives of the criminals in front of him. That they wouldn't care 

whatever Ximen Xueya did to them and that they weren't men from their countries. 

The criminals who had kidnapped Ximen Chino were sold by their own country to Ximen Xueya in 

exchange for his favor. The country these men came from had accepted the deal Ximen Xueya had sold 

and received their lives in exchange. The criminals were finally frightened by the beautiful yet cold 

hearted man in front of them. 

His beauty is so perfect and refined that it's hard to believe that he is human. But who would expect that 

Ximen Family are not humans. He is nothing but a demon who doesn't care about the lives of others. 

The 1 billion dollars was still given to them. This is the ransom they had received from the exchange 

they've made with the Ximen Family. 

Xueya said, "Here. Things I have given. I never took it back. This is yours." 

The foreigner kidnappers were confused at first. Only when they've heard what the gorgeous man had 

said next that they've finally understood why everyone in the world says not to provoke the Ximen 

Family of C Country. 

"Since you love money so much then... It will be the cause of your death. 

Feed it to them. 



Keep feeding until the whole 1 billion dollar is spent. 

Afterwards you would be rewarded with the same amount as long as you made sure they've finished 

eating all that money. 

Don't be greedy. Greedy men don't have good endings." 

After this event everyone knew that provoking the family of Ximen and anyone who is important to 

them would only lead to death. Thankfully before Ximen Xueya only had Ximen Chino as his family but 

this time... he had Cao Junye as his husband. Which made it that touching General Cao means death as 

well. 

Unfortunately the old foxes of the Elite Faction made this mistake. Now they only have to blame their 

greed from suffering this bad karma. 

Chapter 178: 6.39 Third Green Star - End of the Elite Faction 

In Z District Base. At General Cao's mansion's courtyard, humans suddenly appeared as a group. They 

were all teleported outside the mansion. Everyone was shocked with what they had experienced of 

course especially for first timers like those people from the military faction. 

At this moment even the old Lieutenant Ki couldn't help but curse. 

"Fuck! What is this ability? Teleportation? High Level Space ability!?" exclaimed the old Lieutenant. 

"This? Is this Master Ximen's ability?!" 

"So amazing~ just how high is his level?" 

Meanwhile the soldiers from Unit Alpha were all wearing proud expressions on their faces. The one 

being praised is after all their general's wife. 

"Hehe~ Our madam isn't only a space ability user~" 

"Our madam is beyond amazing~ but we won't tell you anything~" 

"Really?! Is Master Ximen a dual ability user like General Cao!?" 

No one in unit Alpha gives an answer but there's an obvious smile on their faces. The military faction 

believed that Master Ximen is a dual ability user like General Cao but only the people from the other 

side knew what is the real extent of their madam's strength. Just the difference of their levels among 

the rest is enough to leave the other people speechless. 

On the other hand the father and son of Yun Clan were rendered shocked upon appearing outside the 

mansion all of the sudden. Unlike the other soldiers who were teleported with them, what they've 

received from Master Ximen is a warning instead but the surprise of these father and son are different. 

Yun Lu upon seeing Ximen Xueya in the General Cao's Mansion: 'Tsk! My guess is right. Though I knew 

that the identity of General Cao's lover might not be common, who would expect it to be Ximen Xueya.' 



Beside him Yun Ren is showing a shocked expression, he is acting like a puppet with cut strings. Looking 

dazedly towards the mansion with a face of dubiety. Only when his father Yun Lu had shaken him did he 

jolt back to reality. 

Yun Lu asked worriedly, "A'Ren? Son, are you okay?" 

"D-Dad~ W-Why is he...!?" asked Yun Ren as if he was shocked to see Ximen Xueya in that mansion. 

"This... Dad also didn't expect it was him. Don't worry dad hasn't done anything against this person. He 

wouldn't make his move towards us unless... we made him angry. Let's just stay away from them in the 

future." said Yun Patriarch in comfort. 

GYAA!!~~ 

Nevertheless, what the others didn't expect is to hear a scream coming from inside the mansion. The 

high tone shriek came from the ladies whom the elite clan members had brought with them to seduce 

General Cao. Their wailing brought fear from the people waiting outside the mansion. 

S-Save me~ 

Please spare... spare us~ Aah!!! 

The screams, all rendered who heard it terrified and staggering. Only the Unit Alpha who had lived with 

Ximen Xueya and Ximen Chino were used to it. They acted like they couldn't hear a thing and started 

doing their morning exercises like deaf soldiers. 

The military faction had looked at each other before technically deciding to choose acting like their 

comrades. They've decided to join the Unit Alpha with their morning exercises and started running 

around the courtyard like not hearing someone's screams. They didn't even care whether it was a man's 

or a woman's scream. It's not like they could stop Ximen Xueya if he rarely wished to do something. 

Seeing the soldiers acting like that, Yun Lu and Yun Ren took their leave quietly and returned to their 

own house. 

--- 

Half an hour before the scream was heard even from outside the building. Inside the living room, the 

floor and walls of the place were covered by ice. This is Ximen Xueya using his ability to scare the guests. 

He heard and knew what these old men and women were planning on doing as he was watching the 

whole thing under the surveillance of System Yue. 

Ximen Xueya knew they were here to try pulling Cao Junye on their side but he never expected that 

these greedy fools would stoop low enough to use a honey trap on his husband. Though he knew that 

his husband would never feel or feel anything towards these women. This doesn't mean he wouldn't get 

angry. Watching the whole time seeing these ladies giving his husband flirty gazes made him want to 

pluck their eyes out those sockets. 

After forcing these guys to kneel before him, Ximen Xueya took a seat at the couch in front of her 

husband. He could see him giving a smile, this man is obviously enjoying the show. Even the old butler 

had acted like he hadn't seen a thing and served his other master with another set of tea. 



"Master Xueya, please have some tea," said Uncle Wu. 

Ximen Xueya accepted the serve tea silently as always. He didn't forget to give his husband a stare 

indicating that he cleaned the rest up. But who would have expected that the Great General would just 

shrug his shoulders indicating that his wife must do something about it. That kind of reaction from his 

husband made Xueya pouted. He intentionally released his control over those ladies and watched how 

his husband would act when these women started their scheming. 

Feeling that unknown pressure fading from their bodies. The young ladies were silently surprised. 

Among the three ladies, only the young miss of Ki Clan had fallen on the floor like she fainted from all 

the stress and fear of suddenly meeting Ximen Xueya in this place.  

As if all string on him were cut off her body had fallen on the floor without no one stopping her fall. She 

fell on the ground unconscious but the General nor Ximen Xueya had acted like they'd seen her faint like 

that. 

Meanwhile the other scheming green tea bitches looked at each other before staring at the silent 

general not far from them. As of making decisions in their minds they've suddenly started making their 

moves. 

The elders of Su and Pu Clans upon seeing what their daughter and granddaughter were about to do 

next had made their aged faces pale in fear further. They could somewhat guess what these women 

were about to do. 

These scheming old men had taught them all kinds of ways how to make evil plans work in this kind of 

case. Bewitching or seducing some man would be easy but sadly they didn't know what kind of person 

the master of Ximen Clan or the Great General Cao were. If it was someone else it is, normal scheming 

would work but not to these two Gods in front of them. 

They wanted to move but were unable to as Kotodama is in effect towards their body. The elders 

wanted to speak out and try stopping the ladies before doing some foolish things but their mouths were 

suddenly covered with ice without them noticing. These crafty elders had schemed their whole life but 

didn't expect to be unable to do anything at this kind of dire situation. 

With their mouths covered in ice, the elders all looked at the beautiful yet cold man sitting on the couch 

not far from them. He sat with his long legs overlapping together and leaned his back languidly yet 

elegantly at the chair while watching the whole joke before him. 

It was at this moment that Lady Su and Lady Pu had acted like bullied women and wanted to flirt with 

General Cao by jumping or falling on to him weak like those scheming green tea bitches in Mary Sue 

novels. 

'This weak lady is getting bullied. Please save me~ Oh Hero~' 

This is a common routine. Lady Su wanted to act like an intelligent (Bitch) beauty by seating next to 

General Cao as if she is something like an adviser. While the other lady is worse, Lady Pu wanted to hug 

General Cao's arms and let her big breast pasted on his skin. Secretly seducing him with her body. 

But as if the two men had already known of their plans, General Cao watched the scene unfold as his 

wife suddenly teleported and appeared in front of the general firmly seated at his lap. That cold yet 



piercing gaze of him had frightened the two ladies like they had seen a ghost. Falling seated on the floor 

while trembling like newly born quails. 

HIH!!! 

Meanwhile Cao Junye acted as if he didn't see anyone else in the room and openly flirted with his wife. 

He wrapped his arms around his wife's waist and leaned his chin on Xueya's shoulder from behind. The 

general looked like he had expected this event and openly hugged his wife from behind. 

Their position right now is so intimate that even someone straight would know that these two men had 

that kind of relationship. Especially seeing the great general who is famous for his strictness acting like a 

huge dog as he pleases his master. 

Cao Junye even kissed his wife's cheek in front of everyone with a smile on his face. 

"Baby~" 

Ximen Xueya lightly pushed his husband's face near his after the kiss. 

"Move. I'm not done yet with the clean up." 

The two ladies were looking at the two men sticking together like conjoined twins with dumbfounded 

faces. They had heard about it, that the two were lovers or something. During the apocalypse it was 

already normal for male and male relationships to exist. This is because women were generally weaker 

than men, which made it harder for them to survive the trial. 

There are some cases of ladies successfully finishing the trial and becoming an able user. But those were 

rare cases, which is why females are even rarer during the end of the world. This is also the reason why 

these women think that General Cao would choose them over instead of his male lover. As they could 

give them an heir while the male lover couldn't. 

Lady Pu said, "General! I am a female! I could give birth to your heir for you. You just have to save me 

and I will become yours!" 

"Is that so? Unfortunately, I already have an heir. Didn't you hear the news? Ximen Chino, my biological 

son." 

Lady Su retorted, "Impossible! How could that be!? Young Master Ximen is Master Ximen's biological 

son. It is impossible for you to become his biological father. After all, the boy is an artificially made child 

made from Master Ximen's gene and another person's...!!?? D-Don't tell me!?" She covered her mouth 

in shock with what she realized. 

Cao Junye replied with a smile. "Yes, Chino is my and Xue'er's son, after our genes had mixed during the 

process of insemination." 

Lady Pu grabbed her hair as if she lost her only stray hope. 

"No... no... NO!!!" 

Lady Su remained silent the whole time after she realized that her worth as a woman is not even useful 

in this situation. She and Lady Pu were in despair as they've chosen to offend Ximen Xueya for a chance 



that General Cao would choose them. How rather unfortunate. What they didn't know is that the 

General Cao in front of them is no longer the original Cao Junye but Ye Xiajie who had successfully 

merged his soul. This is Ye Xiajie whose only obsession is only the current soul residing in Ximen Xueya's 

vessel. 

As expected, Ximen Xueya is not really going to spare any of them. 

Ximen Xueya said, "Since you're done with your struggles, let's end this right now." 

His cold yet indifferent voice resounds in the room. The ice crawls all over the bodies of everyone from 

Elite Faction. Almost all the elders in the group had longed to accept their fate. They've remained silent 

and closed their eyes in preparation for death. After all it is useless for them to beg as Ximen Xueya 

wouldn't even lend them an ear. 

Coming up from the legs crawling above their bodies until the whole thing is covered in ice, the elders of 

Elite Faction first turned in an ice statue and then after a few moments of being frozen everyone heard 

the sound of ice breaking. It continued breaking as the human ice statues turned to fragments. What 

surprised them is that these fragments slowly melted and turned to a blood mist as if the flesh and 

clothes were melted together with ice turning it into just blood. 

The ladies were screaming as their hearts were full of terror and fear. Those men just now were talking 

to them a few hours ago. Now they had become nothing but a mere speck of blood mist. They knew it 

was their turn next. 

Only that cold yet heavenly voice calms them in the last moment before the ice has fully covered them. 

"Do not worry. It doesn't hurt." 

In the end, except for the father and son of Yun Clan, every member of Elite Faction who visited had all 

turned into a blood mist. Not even a blood was left behind after Xueya had given them their 

punishment. 

There's a short silence in the area. Until Cao Junye carried his wife in his arms as he stood up from the 

couch. 

"Let's go take a bath, baby~" 

Xueya just nodded his head and let his husband carry him away. He knew that just killed someone but as 

always he feels nothing as if what he killed is not a human at all. He closed his eyes to relax as his 

husband carried him towards their room's bathroom to take a bath together. 

On the other hand after both his masters had left the living room, Uncle Wu who was standing by the 

corner had acted like he had seen nothing wrong. His face remains smiling the whole time as he wasn't 

affected by the events that unfolds in front of him. 

But if one would look closely at him, they would have noticed that the hands he hid behind him were 

trembling a bit. After all this is the first time he had seen such a beautiful and at the same time clean 

death. Not even a trace was left behind except for the blood mist lingering inside the living room. 

Wang Lei appeared at this moment. He pats the old butler's shoulder as if to calm him down. 



"Uncle Wu. You should take a rest for a while. Leave the clean up to me." said Wang Lei as he controlled 

his Wind ability to make the blood mist dispersed from the room. 

Afterwards they had sent someone to deodorized the whole room as the living room is full with the 

scent of snow and rust. 

Chapter 179: 6.40 Third Green Star - Stability 

Everyone in the base had heard the news of what happened in General Cao's Mansion. This is especially 

true when Ximen Xueya and his son, Ximen Chino's existence were revealed. 

The survivors had already known that this base was made by both the state head and prime minister for 

their nephew, Ximen Xueya to own. To keep it short this Hope Base is his place and the rest were just 

allowed to stay here. 

Those in the upper circle knew what kind of man Ximen Xueya was. He is cold and indifferent aside from 

his family. Now that his family includes only Ximen Chino and General Cao, the Government Faction had 

no other choice but to accept the merging of their faction and the military faction. 

This is because the Government Faction listens only to the orders of the Ximen Family as the late Prime 

Minister had told them to. While the Military Faction listens to both General Cao and Ximen Xueya. With 

this the Elite Faction, which is almost left behind with only the Yun and more small aristocratic family, 

had been isolated. 

But this isolation is not done by the upper circle of the military and government faction but the common 

mass people instead. There were a lot of civilians who hated the Elite Factions for their greediness and 

cruelty during the apocalypse. 

There are lots of children stolen from the masses by this faction. They've turned the children into goods 

to be sold when the civilians weren't able to pay for their debts. Young girls were taken as well. They 

were used as sex tools by this crude men. 

Moreover these kinds of things were done with extreme secrecy that even the Yun Family and Sun 

Family who were supposed to be the top clans of the faction didn't even hear a thing about this. 

Now that General Cao had returned, civilians had built up their courage to pull out the dark truths 

behind the businesses under the Elite Faction. In just a few days the Elite Faction decline had started 

even the Yun Clan who had no connection to this kind of disgusting truth had gotten affected by it. 

This happened when the Su, Pu and Ki Clan had declined after the deaths of their elders. There is no one 

to lead this clan and things had gotten out of control before the Yun Clan had heard of it. 

But no matter what noise was happening outside, Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya ignored all the 

happenings and closed themselves up in the mansion for days. 

Today is the 7th day of their rest. 

The family had now entered the dimensional space and enjoyed the hot spring Cao Junye had created 

after learning that there's a water vein within the space. He had his soldiers work with him in creating 

hot springs for them to enjoy in the future. 



Sometimes at night Cao Junye would accompany his wife to check their other home which is the Ximen 

Mountain. He had also left Uncle Wu and Lou Lan there to help Su Wan and Lu Meng with the 

management. 

These two used to be police officers and management was never their forte. Their works only lightened 

when Uncle Wu and Lou Lan had taken over the management for authority and finance resources. 

Nowadays, the couple Su Wan and Lu Meng only had to stay in their office welcoming newcomers their 

boss had transferred to the place but most of the time these two spent playing with their adopted 

daughter whom their young master had healed for them. They named the baby girl, Su Mengya. 

--- 

Back to the dimensional space, the group of six were playing in the hot springs. The following members 

are Cao Junye, Ximen Xueya, Ximen Chino, Zhi Yue, Baize and Baize's Host, Xu Lin. Sadly Wang Lei and 

Lou Lan aren't around as they're so busy with work that their bosses don't want to do. 

Zhi Yue spoke, "My lord, host, I had found out the identity of two destroyers. Upon comparing the world 

plots and current events. Only the Zombie King and Zombie Queen's actions from the past few weeks 

had deviated from the original flow." 

"I see. How did they deviate from the plot?" asked Cao Junye while holding his wife within his embrace. 

"Answering to the Lord's question, the two Zombie Leaders had started acting like humans a month ago. 

They've started upgrading their levels nonstop by attacking human bases in a strategic manner. They 

would first send zombie birds to scout the area of their target base before planning their attack." 

Except for the relaxed yet lazy Xueya and his na?ve baby, Chino, the rest had a frown and worry in their 

eyes. The way these Zombie Leaders are acting is already beyond what an ordinary human does. 

Original zombie kings would indeed have enough intelligence to lead a zombie siege but such a detailed 

strategic means is impossible unless... 

Baize spoke, "The Zombie King and Zombie Queen of this era had been replaced with destroyers. Which 

means the Zombie Siege they would lead would be harder to battle with." 

"But didn't you say that there are three destroyers? What about the last one, Zhi Yue?" asked Xu Lin. 

Zhi Yue answered honestly, "This is the problem. I still haven't found any traces of the last one." 

"If not found, that last one would become a hidden danger." murmured Cao Junye until he saw his wife 

smiling at him. 

Once he saw Xueya smiling at him with hidden meaning only then did Cao Junye feel relieved knowing 

that his wife had already found the identity of the last destroyer. 

Cao Junye squeezed the man in his embrace lightly. "Jing'er, since you already know the identity of that 

last destroyer, care to tell this husband who it is?" 

Ximen Xueya just hummed but didn't reply. Then they could only watch the former use his index finger 

to poke at his husband's hard chest teasingly. 



"Hmm~ Should I tell you~ hum~~" said Xueya with an obvious hint of playfulness in his voice and 

gestures. 

Cao Junye's purple eyes turned black as he stared at his mischievous wife in his arms. 

Seeing this scene the three adults were smart enough to give the married couple their privacy. 

Baize pulled up his stunned yet blushing host preparing to leave. "I remember that I and Yan'er have to 

plant a few things on the farm. Yan'er, let's go." 

Liu Yan a.k.a Xu Lin was looking at that man's hands within the water moving up and down to Venerable 

Lord's legs like a pervert but the Venerable Lord wasn't even getting angry. 

Xu Lin, who was being pushed out of the hot spring, whispered to his system. "Xiaobai. T-That... Is that 

lord a pervert? His groping the Venerable Lord's legs within the water. Just now!" 

Shss! 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝚖 

Hearing the content of his host's whisper, Baize almost panicked and covered his stupid host mouth and 

carried him away. Afraid that the two lords would overheard his nonsense. 

"Please excuse us!" said Baize, who almost ran away just now. They could even hear him scolding his 

host for having a loose mouth from a distance. 

Zhi Yue also made his move and carried away his nephew and said, "Xiao Jing it's almost time for your 

cultivation training. Come with Uncle Yue okay?" 

Naked little bun in his uncle's arms, "Okay uncle. Daddy~ Father~ Going to train now~" said Chino while 

waving his hands towards his parents. 

"Train well, son." said Cao Junye who is trying to pry his wife's legs to be spread from under the water. 

Ximen Xueya who is trying his hardest to prevent that from happening smiled at his baby and said, 

"Daddy made your favorite ice cream cake in the fridge go enjoy it first with your uncle before training." 

"Okay daddy~" 

Zhi Yue could almost see his host's twitching smile and his lord's evil smirk behind his host. He knew that 

he had to leave with his nephew as fast as he could before things got rated X. 

If he is alone he would love to watch it in secret but the young master couldn't be left alone. He could 

only leave behind an invisible camera to record everything. 

After a while as Zhi Yue just left the premises a few meters away from the hot spring area, they could 

hear the sound of water splashing and some whispers mixed with groans and moans behind him. 

Imagining the scene happening in that place a warm thing stroll down on his face. 

Chino's innocent voice resounds, "Uncle Yue your nose... It's bleeding!" 

Zhu Yue embarrassingly wiped it up with his sleeves as he could feel Chino using his light ability to heal 

him. 

"Okay. Stop! Uncle is not injured. See the bleeding stop already!" coaxed Zhi Yue to the worried child. 



"Uncle, did your nose bleed because it's hot?" asked Chino innocently. 

Zhi Yue, whose mind is full of perverted thoughts, still replied like a good uncle. 

"Yes, because the hot spring (scene) is so hot. Uncle needs to cool down for a while." 

Chino, this little baby, didn't understand the hidden meaning of his uncle's words and said, "Then let's 

eat ice cream cake. It's cold and tasty... Soft and sweet. Uncle would like it a lot too!" 

"Sure. Let's invite the other uncles to eat snacks with us, okay?" 

"Okay. Ask uncle white and uncle fool!" 

"Xiao Jing, is the one you are calling Uncle Fool, Xu Lin?" 

"Yes! Because Uncle White always call him stupid. So He is Uncle Fool." 

"This... Why do I feel it's not wrong but not correct either. Whatever, let's just enjoy that Ice Cream Cake 

Host made for snacks." 

The Uncle and Nephew could only walk back to the Mansion inside the dimensional space. They've 

called the other two and enjoyed the cold dessert in the living room while watching horror movies. 

--- 

Afterwards it was already dinner when Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya went out of the dimensional space. 

The other four had tacitly left the space after watching one movie and rest in the mansion at the base 

instead in the space. After all, space is their secret and safest place. This is their trump card. 

After one week of rest, Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya had started cleaning up the upper circle within the 

base. The authority within the base must end with only them as leaders before they could merge the 

Hope Base to Ximen Mountain. 

Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya plan to make the whole Z District as their own territory. Everything was 

under control after a month. 

Within this month lots of things happened. Ximen Xueya personally cleaned up those disgust human 

trafficking and human experiment business and buildings. None of the people involved in it were spared. 

Ximen Xueya had killed them all. 

Cao Junye took control of the whole authority of the base while Shi Moye and Wang Lei supported him. 

The government and military had started working together without any conflicts after being 

reprimanded by Ximen Xueya for being useless and fighting over problems that could be solved if they 

worked together. 

As for those elite clans, Ximen Xueya and Cao Junye uprooted the useless one and kept those who were 

useful. Yun Family was able to remain as the top clan after the huge clean up. Now there no longer any 

factions in the base. They only need to listen to the management group and the management group 

only need to listen to their leaders which are Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya. 

At their second month of staying at the Hope Base, Ximen Xueya had opened up all the sealed facilities 

and warehouses. He also filtered scientists who would be useful in the creation of the cure. They were 



directly under his observations and none of these scientists dared to go against him as they were all 

afraid of his means. 

Cao Junye also started giving missions to clean up the zombies within the Z District. Sometimes it would 

be led by Wang Lei or Baize themselves. Slowly yet clearly, the territory of Hope Base started to spread 

from small villages to towns and to wide lands. 

The command and control of authority in Z District had become stable as Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya 

decided to take control over it. They have to make preparations as they have three enemies lurking in 

shadows waiting for the opportunity to jump on them. 

Chapter 180: 6.41 Third Green Star - Just Another Day 

The problems in authority with the Hope Base had been stabilized. Now aside from Cao Junye and 

Ximen Xueya no one else is able to issue orders. If there are some requests for mission or help, the 

others have to meet the management team that works under the two leaders. 

Most of the time it was Cao Junye who took the lead in most things but he never forgot to ask his wife's 

permission for some things, especially problems related to the laboratory and warehouses. 

Ever since they've arrived in the base, they solve most common issues like problems with food. The 

criminal rate had also decreased when Cao Junye sent out laws to restrain certain things. Human 

trafficking and experiment are forbidden. 

Breaking this rule equates to death penalty without question. Though there are some brothels in the 

base this is something everyone had asked the leaders for. But this facility is clearly under strict 

observation. The workers and staff are all filtered and signed contracts. Their background was checked. 

Only those women and ordinary people who really had no means of fighting would be hired. 

The customers had to be fully registered as well. They were also tasked to sign a contract stating that 

the things between two parties must be consensual and no hints of forcing. Breaking this rule will lead 

to being punished. 

No ability users are allowed to use their powers inside the brothel building. When they're caught doing 

so certain punishments would be bestowed as well. Instead of just calling this facility a brothel it is more 

like a luxurious host and cabaret mixed club instead.  

There are some schools made as well. The teachers were mostly elderlies who could no longer do heavy 

work. There are separate buildings for kindergarten, elementary and high school. For those in the high 

school department, there is extracurricular which teaches children how to control their gained abilities. 

Teach them combat and defense techniques. There are even a few lessons which teach the weakness of 

zombies and mutated animals. All in all the humans started adapting to the new world they have right 

now. 

--- 

Somewhere in District A. 

A district used to be the second largest city after the capital. The humans who used to leave in here used 

to be greater than that in the capital. This place after the world end had become the real hell. Because 



the population in this district is so abundant, the number of zombies were greater than in other districts 

as well. 

Right now in this district only a huge mansion was made. There are some small houses surrounding 

houses around it. What is frightening is that just beyond the mansion and the houses area, countless 

zombies were standing in lines like soldiers. They were all like puppets without strings yet left hanging in 

the same place for days. 

The population of these zombies were beyond millions. There are so many that the whole district A 

could only be called Zombie land instead. At the huge mansion at the center, a man with purple hair and 

black eyes stood at the mansion's veranda looking at the vast horizon of A District. 

With the land in front of the mansion is full of zombies no one would wish how to fight this many man 

eatinf monster. Not just their number is frightening enough therenare some level 3 to level 5 zombies 

within the group. It's terrifying knowing that these zombies were all under someone's command. 

At the mansion at the center of the district, just in front of the house, four high level zombies with 

intelligence are kneeling in front of the man standing at then veranda. These four zombies' strength was 

not bad. Their levels ranges from 6-8 this is why they have enough intelligence to know who is the 

strongest among their kind and whom to listen to. 

The zombies of this world had two rulers. One is a king and the other is a queen. The zombie queen is a 

lady with a cutesy appearance. Long amber colored with violet highlights paired with eyes of dull grey 

shade. This zombie queen is called Hei Suya. 

Her abilities are rare as she was not an original resident of this world. She could control the blood 

element and space element. This is her original ability. 

Meanwhile the Zombie King had auburn shaded hair but his eyes were pitch black in color. Like the 

zombie queen his abilities were his original skills before they entered the world. If Hei Suya could control 

attributes of blood and space then, Ye Yan is able to control the elements of fire and darkness. 

Zombie King Ye Yan was enjoying the scenery under the moonlight coming from the full moon. The 

clouds tonight cast shadows looming over earth as it approached the moon. 

"Bee, what do you think we should be doing next?" asked Ye Yan. 

A bee the size of an adult's hand hovers around the zombie king. 

[Answering to the host. The host level had already reached level 9, almost reaching 10. When the host 

finally reached level 13, the host would be able to use Zombie King's coercion to lead all zombies in this 

country and start the war against the humans. 

The host's vessel should be able to reach level 13 after conquering all the districts from B to Y. The 

mission target is residing in Z District but in this Z District this world's beloved son is staying as well. 

Since according to the plot, the Zombie King and Zombie Queen with level 10 were killed by the 

heavenly son, as long the host surpasses the level of 10 this world's world plot would be completely 

broken.] 



Ye Yan murmured, "My current level is still not enough, hah. Bee, if I reached a level higher from the 

original plot would the restrictions in this vessel disappears.?" 

[Yes, host. As long as the host reached a level above ten, the world wouldn't be able to restrict your 

original existence as a God. Is the host planning to kill the target using your real abilities?] 

"That was the plan. I needed to be able to use my real strength to complete the mission. This Hit Mission 

gives me chills as if those annoying elders from Hei Clan were hiding something from me. 

Moreover the boss' knowing smile before I took my leave. Remembering it makes me uncomfortable for 

some reason. 

Bee, gather me with information about all the important characters in this world." 

[Affirmative. Bee had accepted the task to gather information about the characters of this world.] 

The system with the honey bee avatar had taken his leave to complete the mission his host had given. It 

was at this time that the Zombie Queen Hei Suya had come over to where Zombie King Ye Yan was. 

Her casual yet flirty voice resounded in the area as she spoke with the latter. "Gege, have you decided 

what to do next?" 

"Gather a quarter of all the zombies under our command. We will be visiting District B to E tomorrow." 

answered Ye Yan. 

Hei Suya asked, "What will be the plan for tomorrow?" 

"Kill all the surviving humans or other living creatures." replied Ye Yan coldly. 

Hei Suya, who just heard about their task for tomorrow, smiled. She was truly excited about the 

bloodbath tomorrow. 

--- 

Meanwhile the next morning, Cao Junye is enjoying breakfast with his wife and son. They were having 

pancakes for their meals. There are even cereals and fruits as extras. Together with them on the table 

are Zhi Yue, Lou Lan, Baize and Xu Lin. 

Early in the morning Wang Lei had dropped by the main office to check for some problems during his 

morning exercise. 

Everyone is busy eating when he returns to the mansion followed by two people. It is Shi Moye and Yun 

Suisen. It seems they wanted to report something to the leaders. 

Dining area, Ximen Xueya was busy feeding his little baby when Wang Lei returned home. 

Wang Lei who is covered in sweat after his run only comes over after taking a shower, "General, Major 

Shi and Mr. Yun had come over. They said they had something to report." 

"We will meet them after breakfast." replied to Wang Lei as his seriousness instantly disappears when 

he looks at his wife seating beside him. "Baby, here I cut the pancakes to bite size. I will feed you while 

you feed Chi-chan. Ah~" said Cao Junye as he fed Ximen Xueya. 



There's not much reaction from Xueya and his face remains the same as before. But he still opens his 

mouth and eats the food his husband is giving him. 

Chino's cuddly voice was suddenly heard in the room. He tries to mimic his father and cut the pancakes 

on his table. But he could hardly cut a piece and just jabbed his small fork directly to the pancake. 

The little bun Chino had always sat in between his parents during meal time. Everyone watched at the 

little bun. You jabbed the whole pancake with his small fork and placed it near his father's mouth. In 

that instant Chino's hands were covered in butter and honey as his small fork could really support such a 

big pancake. 

"Father, Chino feed you~ Daddy will Chino and father will feed daddy~ Open your mouth father. AHH~~" 

Ximen Xueya frowns a bit seeing the dripping honey on his son's hand. 

"My love eats it already. The honey and butter is about to stroll down our son's elbows." said Xueya. 

The family took turns into feeding. 

Cao Junye did as his wife had said and ate the pancake with a few big bites. Afterwards he took the wet 

towel the old butler had prepared by the side. 

"Our little bun looks a bit sticky. Honey covered little bun." said Cao Junye as he pinched his son's 

chubby cheeks after cleaning up his hand covered in honey. 

There's an obvious smile on both Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya. In the face of others this kind of scene is 

like a beautiful scenery of a perfect and happy family. Everyone who was at the table with them couldn't 

help but smile. Normally this kind of scene is very rare during the apocalypse. 

By the corner Baize is helping his host stir his cereal while looking so haggard at the table. He had been 

working on the base greenhouses for a few days now. He is so tired walking around that Baize had to 

carry him on his back on their way home. 

"So tired~ I'm still so sleepy~" said Xu Lin. 

Baize who just finished stirring the cereals gave his host a spoon to feed himself. 

"Eat your food first. You can continue sleeping for a day after eating your meal. We have a day off 

today." 

"Day off!? Really? ~~" the groggy Xu Lin suddenly bounced back as if he was no longer sleepy. 

"Yes. Eat your food. I'll accompany you in your nap later." replied Baize. 

"Okay~~" 

On the other side of the table, Lou Lan had quietly prepared Wang Lei's breakfast as the latter sat beside 

him. 

Lou Lan asked, "Eat breakfast. Don't you dare skip it again. You didn't eat dinner last night after working 

overtime." 

"Honey, I ate dinner last night." wanted to retort by Wang Lei. 



Lou Lan gave him a glare and said, "Noodles cannot be considered as a meal. It can only be considered 

as midnight snacks especially when eaten at night! Eat your breakfast else I won't let you go to work!" 

"I... I'll eat. I'm eating now. Honey~ don't be angry anymore." said Wang Lei who tried to coax his lover 

but Lou Lan ignored him even when Wang Lei hugged him by his waist. 

Watching these scenes of couples spreading dog food, only the single Zhi Yue and the old butler 

watched the scene in silence. 

The old man even said to Zhi Yue, "Son... How about you? When are you going to bring back a partner?" 

Choke! Cough... Cough! 

Zhi Yue choked on his food when he heard such a question from the old butler. Uncle Wu even helped 

him pat his back to calm his choking. But the former didn't give any answer to the old butler's question. 

Within Zhi Yue's mind, complaints and curses were running all over in his head. 

'[Who are you calling son!? This system is a few hundred years older than your old man!!?' 

The group enjoyed their breakfast and only met their guests after eating their breakfast. After the meal, 

Baize and Xu Lin return to their room and continue sleeping. Lou Lan and Wang Lei had made 

preparations to resume their duties. 

Lou Lan was teleported by Ximen Xueya with Uncle Wu to Ximen Mountain while Wang Lei followed his 

general and the general's wife to see the guests. 

 


